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ABSTRACT
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC MANIPULATION OF MULTIPHASE FLUIDS
by
Sai Chaitanya Nudurupati
In microfluidic devices, the fluid can be manipulated either as continuous streams or
droplets. The latter is particularly attractive as individual droplets can not only move but
also split and fuse, thus offer a greater flexibility in applications such as a laboratory-on-
a-chip. In this thesis, a technique is developed that uses an externally applied electric
field for manipulating and removing particles trapped on the surface of a drop. The drop
is assumed to be immersed in another liquid with which it is immiscible, and the electric
field is generated by placing electrodes on the sides of the microdevice. Both experiments
and direct numerical simulation (DNS) approaches are used to study these problems.
The DNS approach used in this thesis is based on a finite element scheme in
which the fundamental equations of motion for the droplets and the surrounding fluid are
solved exactly within numerical errors. The interface is tracked by the level set method
and the electrostatic forces are computed using the Maxwell stress tensor approach. The
distributed Lagrange multiplier method is used for tracking particles.
One of the main results of this work is that the distribution of particles on the
surface of a drop can be manipulated by subjecting it to a uniform electric field and these
concentrated particles can then be removed by further increasing the electric field
intensity. Specifically, it is shown that particles can be concentrated into well-defined
regions on the drop surface while leaving the rest of the surface particle free.
Experiments show that when the dielectric constant of the drop is greater than that of the
ambient liquid, particles for which the Clausius—Mossotti factor is positive move along to
the two poles of the drop. Particles with a negative Clausius—Mossotti factor, on the other
hand, form a ring near the drop equator. This motion is due to the dielectrophoretic force
that acts upon particles because the electric field on the surface of the drop is nonuniform,
despite the fact that the applied electric field away from the drop is uniform. Experiments
also show that when small particles collect at the poles of a deformed drop, the electric
field needed to break the drop is smaller than it is without the particles. Also, the
experimental results for the dependence of the dielectrophoretic force on the parameters
of the system such as the particles' and drop's radii and the dielectric properties of the
fluids and particles are studied, and a dimensionless parameter regime for which the
technique is guaranteed to work is defined. Also it is shown that this technique can be
used to separate particles experiencing positive dielectrophoresis on the surface of a drop
from those experiencing negative dielectrophoresis, and form a composite (Janus) drop
by aggregating particles of one type near the poles and of another near the equator.
The DNS approach is used to study the transport of particles via the traveling
wave dielectrophoretic (twDEP) forces. This technique offers a promising method for
transporting particles along the length of a channel without having to pump the liquid
itself Since the magnitudes of twDEP forces and torque vary with the frequency of the
electric field, a variety of complex dynamical regimes are possible. The DNS approach is
used to analyze the various dynamical regimes for yeast cells in terms of the forces that
act on the cells, i.e., the conventional dielectrophoretic and traveling wave
dielectrophoretic force and torque, the viscous drag exerted by the fluid on the particle,
and the electrostatic and hydrodynamic particle-particle interactions.
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1.1 Two different cases are shown. The particle on the left has no electric field. The
one on the right is subjected to uniform electric field. Charge density is created
along either side and the particles are polarized.   7
1.2 A particle is polarized in a non uniform electric field. The particle is more
polarisable than the surrounding fluid and is attracted towards the stronger
electric field region. This phenomenon is called dielectrophoresis  8
2.1 The steady deformed shape and the modified electric field around a dielectric
drop suspended in a dielectric liquid and subjected to a uniform electric field.
(a) The dielectric constant of the drop is 0.5 and of the ambient liquid is one,
and We =1.3. Notice that the electric field is no longer uniform, and that it is
locally maximum at the equator and locally minimum at the poles. (b) The
dielectric constant of the drop is 2.0 and of the ambient liquid is one, and We
=1.31. The electric field is locally maximum at the poles and locally minimum
at the equator  32
2.2 The dielectrophoretic force induced motion of small particles on the surface of a
drop subjected to a uniform electric field generated by the electrodes placed at
the top and bottom of the device. The figure shows the direction of motion for
particles for which the effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive (The
direction is the opposite for particles with a negative effective Clausius-Mossotti
factor). The dielectric constant of the ambient fluid is assumed to be one. The
dielectric constant of the drop in (a) is greater than one and in (b) it is less than
o    34
2.3 Schematic of the setup used in our experiments. The electrodes were mounted
on the left and right sidewalls. The electric field was in the horizontal direction,
and thus the drops also stretched in that direction. The drop deformation and the
motion of particles were recorded using the camera mounted above. An insert
was used to ensure that the vertical position of the drop was near the middle of
the electrodes. The material used for the insert was such that its dielectric
constant was close to that of the ambient liquid  36
2.4 Schematic diagram showing the formation of drops containing small particles
on their surfaces. (a) The initial state of an injected drop. Particles are present
within the drop and not on its surface. (b) The suspended particles are less dense
than the drop and so they get accumulated at the top surface of the drop. (c) The
suspended particles are denser than the drop and so they get accumulated at the
bottom surface of the drop  38
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2.5 Top view of the motion of hollow glass spheres on the surface of a silicone oil
drop suspended in corn oil and subjected to a uniform electric field. Electrodes
are mounted on the bottom and top surfaces of the device. The electric field is
normal to the plane of the paper. The drop diameter is approximately 684
The distance between the electrodes is 6.5 mm and the applied voltage is 3000
volts. The density of hollow glass spheres is 0.6 g/cm3 and their diameter is
approximately 18 μm. The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive and
since the electric field is maximal at the equator, after the electric field is
switched on, the particles move towards the equator. (a) t=0, (b) t=20 s. (c)
t=40 s. (d) t=60 s
2.6 Top view of the motion of sodalime glass spheres on the surface of a silicone oil
drop suspended in corn oil and subjected to a uniform electric field. Electrodes
are mounted on the bottom and top surfaces of the device. The electric field is
normal to the plane of the paper. The drop diameter is approximately 940 μm.
The distance between the electrodes is 6.5 mm and the applied voltage is 4000
volts. The density of sodalime glass spheres is 2.5 g/cm³ and their diameter is
between 4-10 μm. The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive and since
the electric field is maximal at the equator, after the electric field is switched on,
the particles move towards the equator. (a) t=0, (b) t=10 s, (c) t=20 s, (d) t=60
2.7 Top view of the motion of extendospheres on the surface of a water drop
suspended in decane and subjected to a uniform electric field. Electrodes are
mounted on the left and right side walls of the device. The electric field is
horizontal within the plane of the photographs. The drop diameter is
approximately 840 1-1.M. The distance between the electrodes is 6.5 mm. The
density of the extendospheres is 0.75 g/cm3 and their diameter is approximately
55 mn. The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive and since the electric
field maximum is located at the poles, after the electric field is switched on, the
particles slowly move towards the pole on the right side. Notice that particles
move together due to the electrostatic particle-particle interactions. The applied
voltage to the electrodes is (a) 0 volts, (b) 1500 volts, (c) 2500 volts, (d) 4000
volts   
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3.1	 We'The dimensionless parameter 
	
 is shown as a function the drop radius on a
log-log scale. The parameter values used are: pp — pf =1500 kg/m3, y = 0.02
( 2 	 \N/m, 13' -- +1  =0.6 and We„„=0.085. The figure shows that when the drop
We' 
radius is greater than — 0.5 mm, 
	
 > 1 and so the drop tip-streams for an
electric field intensity that is smaller than the intensity required for
We'
concentrating particle. On the other hand, for smaller sized drops for which —
G
< 1, the electric field intensity needed for concentrating particles is smaller than
the intensity at which the drop undergoes tip streaming or breaks up
	
3.2 Deformation of a water drop immersed in corn oil. The drop carried
extendospheres on its surface which rose to its top surface as they were lighter
than both liquids. The electrodes were mounted in the left and right side walls of
the device, and the distance between them was 6.5 mm. The diameter of
extendospheres was —901AM.
(a) The applied voltage was zero and the deformation parameter D = 0. The
drop diameter was 944.4 μm.
(b) At t = 5 s, shortly after an AC voltage of 3600 volt at 100 Hz was applied,
the drop was significantly elongated, but the particles were still located near the
center of the drop. The drop deformation parameter was D = 0.179.
(c) t = 60 s. The voltage applied was still 3600 volt. Notice that particles have
already reached the poles, although a larger fraction has gone to the right pole.
The drop deformation parameter was D = 0.207, which was greater than in (b)
as D continued to increase while the particles moved towards the poles. The
local radius near the poles was smaller than for the corresponding case without
particles shown in Figure 3.3     
51
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3.3 Deformation of a water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between the
electrodes was 6.5 mm.
(a) The voltage applied was zero and D = 0. The drop diameter was 954.0 [un.
(b) t = 5 s. Shortly after an AC voltage of 3600 volt at 100 Hz was applied, the
drop became elongated with the deformation parameter D = 0.150.
(c) t = 120 s. The voltage applied was 3600 volt at 100 Hz and D = 0.150,
which was the same as in (b). This indicates that the drop deformation did not
change after 5 seconds.
(d) For another case, when a voltage of 4700 volt at 100 Hz was applied the
drop formed pointed ends (Taylor cones) and the fluid was ejected from the
tips of the conical ends.  
	 54
3.4 The electric Weber number at which tip-streaming occurred for a water drop
immersed in corn oil is plotted as a function the drop diameter. The critical
Weber number based on this data is approximately 0.085. The frequency was
100 Hz. The distance between the electrodes was 6.05 mm  56
3.5 Deformation of a silicone oil drop immersed in castor oil. The distance between
the electrodes was 6.5 mm.
(a) The voltage applied was zero. The drop contained polystyrene particles and
its diameter was 944.8 pm.
(b) After an AC voltage of 5000 volt at 100 Hz was applied, the drop became
elongated with the steady state value of the deformation parameter D = 0.106.
Notice that particles formed chains and moved together towards the right pole
because of particle-particle interactions.
(c) Deformation of a clean drop (without particles) for 5000 volts at 100 Hz.
The diameter of the initial (undeformed) drop was 900.8 1.un. The steady state
value of the deformation was D = 0.128   57
3.6 Manipulation of a glass sphere of diameter 45 [un on the surface of a water drop
immersed in corn oil. The distance between the electrodes mounted on the left
and right side walls was 6.05 mm. The drop diameter was 496.6 pm.
(a) The glass sphere sedimented to the bottom of the drop as it was heavier than
both water and corn oil. The applied voltage was zero.
(b) The glass sphere moved to the left pole when the voltage applied at 100 Hz
was slowly increased to 2450 V. For a smaller voltage the particle remained
near the bottom surface of the drop 
	 59
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3.7 The electric field intensity (E0) needed to move a fixed extendosphere from the
drop's equator to a pole divided by the square root of the drop diameter (d) is
plotted as a function of the drop diameter. The frequency of the ac field was 100
Hz. The drop diameter of the extendosphere was 130 pm. The drop was
immersed in corn oil. The figure shows that when the drop diameter was varied
between 0.39 and 0.7 mm, —L remained approximately constant
	d°5	 61
3.8 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in decane. The
distance between electrodes was 6.5 mm.
(a) The drop diameter was 932.6 pm. The initial distribution of extendospheres
on the drop's top surface. The voltage applied was zero.
(b) The voltage applied was 3000 volt at 1 kHz. Particles moved towards the
two poles.
(c) The voltage applied was 3500 volt at 1 kHz. All of the particles accumulated
at the two poles and formed particle chains. Notice that the radius of curvature
near the poles was smaller.
(d) Shortly after the voltage of 3800 volt at 1 kHz was applied, the drop shape
near the poles became conical, and all of the particles had already ejected from
the drop via tip-streaming.
(e) After the electric field was switched off, the drop assumed a spherical shape.
The drop was clean and its diameter was 832.7 pm 
	 63
3.9 Removal of polystyrene spheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The
distance between the electrodes was 2.65 mm.
(a) The drop diameter was 932.6 pm. Polystyrene spheres sedimented to the
bottom of the drop as they were heavier than water. The applied voltage was
zero.
(b) The applied voltage was 1400 volts at 1 kHz. Particles moved towards the
equator and collected in a ring shaped region around the equator; D = 0.15.
(c) The applied voltage was 1800 volts at 1 kHz. Particles continued to moved
towards the equator while the drop quickly stretched with time (the sequence is
shown in five photographs), and broke into three main droplets. The droplet in
the middle contained all of the particles, and the larger sized droplets on the left
and right sides were particle free. Notice that there were some particles outside
the drop which remained outside throughout the experiment and that some
particles were expunged from the surface of the drop because the number of
particle became larger than that could be accommodated on the surface of the
middle droplet 
	 66
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3.10 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The
distance between the electrodes was 2.65 mm.
(a) The drop diameter was 796.0 pm. Extendospheres were trapped on the
drop's top surface. The voltage applied was zero.
(b) The voltage applied was 2000 volt at 1 kHz. Particles remained at the
equator while the drop stretched and broke into three main droplets (the
sequence is shown in 3 photographs). The droplet in the middle contained all of
the particles, and the droplets on the left and right sides were particle free.
Notice that at t=0.2s the distribution of particles was slightly to the left and as a
result the middle droplet with the particles was also slightly to the left 
	 69
3.11 The diameter d of the smallest water drop that bridged the gap between the
electrodes is plotted as a function of the distance L between the electrodes. Tip-
streaming occurred for the drops that were of the smaller diameter. The drops
were immersed in corn oil. The frequency was 1 kHz. The best linear fit is also
show .   70
3.12 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The
distance between electrodes was 2.65 mm. The voltage applied was 2000 volt at
1 kHz.
(a) A clean drop with a diameter of 828.1 pm shown at t = 0, 10.533, 10.6667
and 11.5 s. The drop stretched and broke into two main drops, although three
additional small droplets were also generated in the middle.
(b) A drop carrying particles with a diameter of 844.2 pm shown at t = 0, 16.6,
16.8667 and 17.1667s. Particles remained at the equator while the drop
stretched and broke, leaving particles in a small droplet in the middle. The
particle concentration was smaller than in figure 12, and so was the size of the
central drop carrying the particles in the final stage.  
	 71
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3.13 Removal and separation of extendospheres and hollow glass spheres from a
water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between electrodes was 2.65 mm.
(a) The electric field induced merging of three drops is shown at t = 0, 17 and
34 s. The middle drop carried glass particles, and the left and right drops carried
extendospheres. The drops merged when a voltage of 600 volts at 100 Hz was
applied. The electric field was then switched off and at t = 34s particles stopped
moving. The diameter of the combined drop was 622.1 pm.
(b) The steady drop shapes are shown for increasing voltages at 100 Hz. The
voltage was increased from 1500 to 1700 volts. The extendospheres (larger
sized particles) moved to the poles while the glass particles remained at the
equator.
(c) The voltage applied was 1825 volts at 100 Hz. The drop is shown at t = 0,
0.033 and 19 s. The extendospheres were ejected out by tip-streaming, and glass
particles remained in the drop. The last figure shows small droplets on the left
and right sides that carried extendospheres. The main drop carried only glass
particles and its diameter was 573.6 p.m, which was smaller than in (b). Also
notice that the size of the drop was smaller than in figures 12 and 14, and
therefore it did not break in the middle as in figures 12 and 14  73
3.14 Removal and separation of extendospheres and hollow glass spheres from a
water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between the electrodes was 2.65
mm.
(a) At t=0, glass particles and extendospheres were located at the top surface of
the drop. The applied voltage was zero.
(b) The applied voltage was 1200 volts at 100 Hz. The drop elongated in the
direction of the electric field. Glass particles (which undergo negative
dielectrophoresis) stayed near the equator and extendospheres (which undergo
positive dielectrophoresis) had a tendency to move towards the poles, but were
physically blocked by the glass particles around them.
(c) The applied voltage was 1800 volts at 100 Hz. The drop elongation
increased and particles near the top surface separated into two groups, with one
group near the equator containing only glass particles and the other one
containing a mixture of extendospheres and glass particles and moving slightly
towards the right pole.
(d) The drop broke, and particles were contained in the two smaller droplets in
the middle, one containing only glass particles and the other one a mixture of
glass and extendospheres. The two larger sized droplets were free of particles.
The applied voltage was zero 	  75
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3.15 Experiments showing that when the electric field was applied glass particles
(smaller sized particles, a — 10 l,tm) trapped on a water drop moved to the region
near the equator and most extendospheres (larger sized particles, a — 55 pm)
migrated to the region near the poles. Some extendospheres remained trapped at
the equator because they were physically blocked. The drop diameter was 624
plin and it was immersed in corn oil  76
4.1 A magnified view showing the distribution of hollow glass particles near the
pole of a silicon drop immersed in corn oil. The drop carries hollow glass
particles which rise to its top surface due to the fact they are lighter than both
liquids. The electrodes are in the top and bottom surfaces of the device. The
diameter of the undeformed drop was 1521 pm.
(a) The applied voltage is 5000 V. Hollow glass particles rise to the top surface
of the drop where they are captured. They remain separated from each other
because of the dipole-dipole forces which are repulsive
(b) The applied voltage is 3000 V. The distance between the particles
accumulated at the poles is smaller than in (a).
(c) The applied voltage is 1000 V. The distance between the particles is still
smaller.
(d) The applied voltage is 0 V. Particles at the poles are in contact with each
other since the repulsive dipole-dipole force is not present.  
	 79
4.2 The distribution of polymer spheres on the surface of a silicon drop immersed in
castor oil is shown. The drop carries polymer spheres which rise to its top
surface due to the fact they are lighter than the drop. The electrodes are in the
left and right surfaces of the device. The diameter of the undeformed drop is
1624 pm and the applied voltage is 5000 V.
(a) Polymer particles rise inside the drop to its top surface of where they are
captured by the interfacial forces.
(b) After the electric field is switched on, particles form chains in the direction
parallel to the electric field.
(c) The chains move towards the equator and merge.
(d) Particles and chains remain at the equator, but fall downward along the
interface as the density of castor oil is smaller than that of polymer particles 
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5.1 Schematic of the three electrode configurations used. (i) Aligned electrode
configuration I, (ii) Aligned electrode configurations II, (iii) Staggered electrode
configuration  84
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5.2 Electric field distributions for the aligned configuration I. The electrodes are
shown as boxes. (a) Logarithm of 1E12 in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude is
maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from
these edges. (b) Magnitude and direction of *2), to which the
dielectrophoretic force component is proportional, shown in the x = 0.05 plane.
The magnitude is maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing
distance from the edges. It also decreases with height. Arrows indicate the
direction of the force for positive dielectrophoresis  92
5.2 (c) Logarithm of the magnitude and direction of v x (v(I), X V(I)2 ), to which the
traveling wave (twDEP) force is proportional, shown in the (i) x = 0.05 and (ii)
x = 0.25 planes. The twDEP acts in the opposite direction of the arrows. Its
magnitude is maximal at the electrodes. The twDEP force directly above the
electrode surface points in the negative z-direction and in between the gap
between the electrodes its direction varies. Away from the bottom surface, the
force points in the z-direction.   94
5.2 (d) Magnitude and direction of the term v(1)1 X Vφ2, to which the traveling wave
torque is proportional, in the (i) x = 0.05, (ii) y = 0.7 planes. The magnitude is
maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from the
electrodes. The projection onto the x = 0.05 plane is approximately along the y-
direction. The projection onto the y = 0.5 plane is approximately along the
negative x-direction. Due to the antisymmetry, the projection onto a plane on
the other side of the xz- mid plane is along the positive x-direction  95
5.3 The electric field distributions for the staggered configuration. The electrodes
are shown as boxes. (a) Logarithm of 1E12 in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude
is maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from
these edges close to the bottom plane. It also decreases with height. (b)
Magnitude and direction of the term *2) in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude
is maximal near the electrodes edges. Arrows indicate the direction of the force
for positive dielectrophoresis  95
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5.3 (c) Logarithm of the magnitude of v x (v(φix v(φ2)is shown in the (i) x = 0.05 and
(ii) x = 0.25 planes. The twDEP force acts in the opposite direction of the
arrows. The twDEP force directly above the electrode surfaces points
approximately in the negative z-direction and in between the gap between the
electrodes varies in direction. Away from the bottom surface, the force points
mostly in the z-direction, but in the gap between the two rows of electrodes the
force has a component along the y-direction as well. (d) v(1), x v4), in the x = 0.05
plane. The projection onto the x = 0.05 is approximately along the x-direction
except in the central gap where it contains a component in the z-direction 
5.4 Electric field for the aligned configuration II. The electrodes are shown as
boxes. (a) Magnitude and direction of V(E2) in the x = 0.05 plane. Arrows
indicate the direction of the force for positive dielectrophoresis. (b) Logarithm
of the magnitude of the term v x (v4), x v(1)2) is shown in the x = 0.05 plane. The
twDEP force acts in the opposite direction of the arrows. The twDEP force
directly above the electrode surfaces points approximately in the negative z-
direction and in the gap between the electrodes varies in direction. Away from
the bottom surface, the force points in the z-direction, as in figure 5.3c(ii) (not
shown). (c) Magnitude and direction of the term v4), x v4φ2 is shown in the x =
0.05 plane 
5.5 (a) Top and side views showing the positions of the two particles at times t = 0,
0.075, 0.243, and 0.618 in the aligned electrode configuration I, for a frequency
of 3KHz. The two particles are identified by a line joining the center of one
particle to the surface of the other, so that particles can be followed in time 
5.5 (b) Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration I. Results are for the two and six particles cases at a frequency of
1MHz. (i) Top and side views showing positions for the two particle case of
Figure 5a at times t = 0.075, 0.9855, 1.293, and 1.65; (ii) Velocity profile in the
y = 0.477 plane for the two particle at t = 0.06. Notice that the y-component of
the angular velocity of the particles is positive; (iii) Top and side views showing
the particle positions for the six particle case at time t = 1.35; notice that four
particles levitate and two do not, the latter staying close to the bottom; (iv)
Velocity distribution of the particles in the y = 0.6 plane for the six particle case.
The figure shows that the y-component of the angular velocity of the particles is
p siti e 
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5.5 (c) Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration I. Results are for the two and six particles cases at a frequency of
3 MHz: (i) Top and front views showing positions for the two particle case at
times t = 0.0255, 0.039, and 1.923; (ii) Top and side views showing the
positions for the six particle case at time t = 1.0395; (iii) Velocity distribution
shown in the y = 0.5 and x=0.1 planes for the six particle case at t = 1.0395,
showing that the particles spin about both the y- and x-axes. The x-component
of the angular velocity is negative for the particles on the left of the mid plane
and positive for those on the right  104
5.6 Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration II. (a) Results are for the six particles case at a frequency of 1
MHz. (i) Position at time t = 0.495. (ii) Velocity distribution shown in the x =
0.2 plane at t = 0.31. The figure shows that the particles spin about the x-axis,
the x-component of the angular velocity being negative for those on the left of
the mid plane and positive for those on the right  106
5.6 (b) Results at a frequency of 3 MHz: (i) Positions at time t = 1.20; (ii) Velocity
distribution in the y = 0.6 and x = 0.1 planes at t =0.93. The two views show
that the particles are spinning about both the x- and y-axes  107
5.7 (a) Results are for the two particle case at a frequency of 1 MHz. The positions
of the two particles are at times t = 0.0135, 0.0465, 0.6015, and 2.2425. (b)
Results are for the two particle case at a frequency of 5 MHz. (i) Positions of
the two particles are at times t = 0.1125, 0.189, 0.228, 0.3, 0.705, showing the
motion of the particles at an angle rather than along the channel length; (ii)
Velocity distribution at t = 0.048 (magnified view around particle)  110
5.8 (a) Positions of the 112 particles in the aligned electrode configuration I at times
t = 0.12, t = 0.6015, for a frequency of 3000 Hz, showing that the particles
levitate but do not undergo any traveling wave motion along the length of the
channel  112
5.8 (b) Positions and velocity distribution for the case of 50 particles in the aligned
electrode configuration II for a frequency of 1 MHz: (i) Positions of the
particles showing both levitation and traveling wave motion; (ii) Velocity
distribution in the x = 0.1 plane at t = 0.215 (magnified view around some
particles), showing that the x-component of angular velocity of the particles is
negative for those on the left of the mid-plane and positive for those on the
right. The velocity vectors are magnified 100 times and the particles are shown
even when they are not in x=0.1 plane  113
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5.8 (c) Positions and velocity distribution in the aligned electrode configuration II
for a frequency of 3 MHz: (i) Positions of the particles traveling motion in the
opposite direction of the traveling wave dielectrophoresis; (ii) Velocity
distribution in the x = 0.1 plane at time t 0.235 (magnified view around some
particles), showing the spinning of the particles about the y- and x-axes; (iii)
Velocity profile in the channel showing a profile in the negative z-direction
induced by the bulk motion of the particles. The velocity vectors are magnified
100 tim s  114
5.9 Positions and velocity distribution for the case of 50 particles in the staggered
electrode configuration for a frequency of 1 MHz. Notice that after levitating
particles move to the left side under the action of twDEP force  116
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, enormous efforts have been made in the field of electrohydrodynamics to
develop miniaturized devices for a wide range of applications. Specifically, there has
been an explosion of interest in microsystems for biological, chemical, and biochemical
applications with a particular emphasis on the development of a "Lab-on-a-chip". This
concept of the Lab-on-a-chip integrates several functional units such as identification,
separation, concentration, and transportation system all on a single microchip, with
potential applications in a wide range of fields, such as diagnosis and cure of complex
diseases to screening combinatorial libraries.
The aim of this research was to study the transport, sorting, and separating
mechanisms of micron sized particles, droplets, or droplets containing particles using
uniform and non-uniform A.C. electric fields. There are additional applications of
microfluidics, such as pumping liquids and powders, creating artificial or zero gravity,
separating minerals, sorting live from dead cells, removing abnormal from normal
particles, and many more scientific applications, where the results of the present study
can be employed.
1.1 Literature Review
In the last two decades, dielectrophoresis (DEP) has received a lot of interest from both
the research community and industry, especially because of its potential ability to
manipulate biological particles. Specifically, several different types of particle have been
manipulated using DEP forces, including yeast cells [3, 4], bacteria [5-7], viruses [8-11],
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2DNA [12], mammalian cells [13-15] and also synthetic materials like polymers and
polystyrene beads [16, 17]. Pohl [1] (in 1950) was first to note that "Dielectrophoresis
does not require ionized particles but rather depends on asymmetrical induction and
attraction of displacement charges within the particles". He was able to suspend water
droplets in mid-air. Later, he published these experimental results in his classical book
[2]. Even before the discovery of dielectrophoresis, Winslow [18] saw that dielectric
particles suspended in fluids form chains when subjected to uniform electric fields, which
lead to the discovery that the effective viscosity of a fluid can be changed and also can be
controlled by varying the electric field strength.
In recent years there has been a push towards smaller systems called Lab-on-a-
chip [19-21] where the manipulations of cells can be done faster and with improved
efficiency. The goal is to replace the bulky systems, which are used until now, with their
scaled-down versions which can be integrated on a single chip of about a few millimeters
[22, 23]. This miniaturization allows us to use very small amounts of materials and
reagents which make the analysis done using these devices less expensive. Lab-on-a-chip
applications reach across various disciplines, such as medical, bioengineering,
electronics, mechanical, and chemical engineering. Often the manufacturing techniques
have come from microelectronics, and have thus utilized silicon wafers etc, but
glass/plastics also have been used by Karniadakis and Beskok (2002). Also, as nano-
technology progresses, there is a rapidly growing need to manipulate small objects, such
as carbon nano-tubes, nanoparticles, etc., for which these micro devices are clearly better
suited.
3Another appealing approach for controlling fluids and particles in micro devices
is the use of droplets which can transport various types of fluids and particles. This
approach has been referred to as "digital microfluidics." One advantage of this technique
compared to those using fluid streams is the possibility of using programmable micro-
chips in which biochemical reactions occur within individual droplets.
Until the late 1980's, the core of the technology was developed based on
continuous flow-systems where solutions are pumped, mixed and regulated in micro
channels. These tend to require complicated structures to be built which increases the cost
and complexity of the system. Also, every new application would require serious
remodeling since these systems are application specific. Alternatives to these systems are
the open structure systems where independently-controlled droplets are manipulated. By
using very small amounts of fluid, the microfluidic functions can be reduced to a set of
repeatable operations. This also facilitates the use of a cell-based approach for biochip
design which offers a much more flexible system than the one considered until the late
1980's.
Droplets can serve as carriers for various types of reactions [40], the transcription
and translation of single genes for the creation of new enzymes [41], therapeutic agents
for targeted drug delivery and microfabrication of materials, e.g., the synthesis of
supraparticles initially contained within droplets [42]. Current challenges for increasing
the efficiency of such biochemical processes include the controlled production, transport,
splitting and coalescence of droplets at a certain location and at a given time within the
same device [43, 44], mixing, concentrating and separating particles carried by the
droplets, and fluid/particles separation.
4There are numerous applications in which the presence of small particles on drop
surfaces is important. First, it is well known that foams and emulsions can be stabilized
by using submicron sized solid particles which become adsorbed at fluid-fluid interfaces
[45-48], a technique often used in diverse applications. However, the physics behind the
process by which stabilization occurs is not completely understood. Second, in recent
years, partly as a result of the attention given to nano particles (and nanotechnology),
there has been much interest in the phenomenon of particles assembly at interfaces,
including fluid-fluid interfaces, as a means to fabricate novel nano structured materials
[45, 46]. Third, the field of digital microfluidics, which, as noted above, generates and
uses droplets - rather than fluid streams - to transport, concentrate and mix fluid and
particles, offers a clear advantage in its potential for programmable micro-chips with bio-
chemical reactions occurring within single droplets [43, 49, 50].
The goal of this work was to study the influence of an externally applied uniform
electric field on the distribution of particles on the surface of a drop as a concentration
and separation tool for digital microfluidic applications. The drop is immersed in another
liquid and the two liquids involved are assumed to be immiscible. In the absence of the
electric field, small particles, i.e., submicron sized particles for which the buoyant weight
is negligible, distribute randomly on the drop's surface. Such a presence of small
particles is known to stabilize emulsions whose constituents separate spontaneously in
the absence of particles [51]. Although the role played by small particles is similar to that
of surfactant molecules, the mechanism by which emulsions are stabilized is not entirely
understood [45-48].
5Furthermore, small particles are readily trapped in liquid—gas and liquid—liquid
surfaces, even when they are denser than the liquid(s). Such particles are always surface
active by virtue of the effects of capillarity and sometimes have activity mimicking the
amphillic properties of surfactants. This is known since the pioneering works by
Ramsden [52], who observed that emulsions were stabilized by solid matter at the
interface between liquids, and of Pickering [53], who noted that colloidal particles which
were wetted more by water than by oil could act as an emulsifying agent for oil-in-water
emulsions. More recent work in this area is described in Menon and Wasan [54] and Yan
and Masliyah [55]. It is generally accepted that hydrophilic solids stabilize oil-in-water
emulsions, while hydrophobic solids stabilize water-in-oil emulsions. The most effective
stabilization occurs when particles saturate the surface. Effective covering is promoted by
self-assembly due to capillarity which cannot occur without the deformation of the
interface.
The approach is to make use of externally applied electric fields to manipulate the
distribution of particles on the surface of a drop. Electric fields are particularly powerful
in small devices due to the fact that small potentials can generate relatively-large field
amplitudes that can be used to transport and even breakup droplets. In this regard,
O'Konski and Thacker [56] and Garton and Krasnucki [57] noted that a dielectric drop
placed in a dielectric liquid and subjected to a uniform electric field will deform. These
observations were later confirmed by Taylor [58], who considered the case where the
drop or ambient liquid, or both, are conducting, and introduced a leaky dielectric model.
The deformation and breakup of a dielectric drop in a dielectric liquid was analyzed
analytically in [59, 60]. It was shown in [58, 61] that for the leaky dielectric model, the
6shear stress on the surface of the drop is nonzero, and the fluid inside the drop circulates
in response to such shear stresses [62-64].
Next, the theory that explains why particles place in a non uniform electric field
are subjected dielectrophoresis and traveling wave dielectrophoresis is described. This is
followed by a discussion of the dependence of the drop deformation on the dielectric
constants of the drop and suspending liquids, and the breakup of the drop when the
electric field strength is above a critical value.
1.2 Theory
1.2.1 Dielectrophoresis
Dielectrophoresis is defined as the lateral motion imparted to uncharged particles as a
result of polarization induced by non-uniform electric fields. This phenomenon is often
misunderstood to be the same as electrophoresis which is the motion of a charged particle
in an electric field. That is, a Coulomb force acts on a charged particle which causes it to
move in the direction of electric field if the particle's charge is positive and in the
opposite direction if the charge is negative. Dielectrophoresis, on the other hand, involves
migration of uncharged particles towards a maximal or minimal of the electric field
intensity.
The key to understanding dielectrophoresis lies in the appreciation of the charge
distribution at the interface between the particle and the fluid which have different
conductivity and permittivity. In the presence of an electric field, charges move and pile
up on either side of the particle in the direction of electric field as shown in Figure 1.1.
The number of charges inside the interface could be more or less than outside depending
0 +V -V
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on the polarizability of the particle with respect to the medium. This means that there is a
charge density which is created on either side of the particle, which gives rise to an
induced dipole moment across the particle. A conducting particle in an insulating
medium is an example of a particle more polarizable than the surrounding medium.
Figure 1.1 The particle on the left is not polarized because no electric filed is applied.
The one on the right is subjected to a uniform electric field and is polarized.
More specifically, when an electrically neutral spherical particle is subjected to a
uniform electric field, it is polarized, but no net force acts on the particle. However, when
the electric field is non uniform, a net electric force acts on the polarized particle. This
happens because the field strength on one side of the particle is more than on the other
side and so the net electric force acting on the particle is not zero. This force is called the
dielectrophoretic force and the technique itself is called dielectrophoresis. If the particle
is non spherical, in addition to the above mentioned translatory force, in general, a torque
also acts on the particle.
The dielectrophoretic force that acts on a particle causes it to collect either near
the local maximums or local minimums of the electric field intensity, depending on the
relative polarizability of the particle and the fluid. The magnitude of the net electrostatic
force also depends on the gradient of the electric field that acts on the particle. Figure 1.2
8shows a particle which is more polarizable than the liquid. The direction of the dipole is
aligned with the field, and so that the particle experiences a positive DEP force. The
opposite situation arises when the particle is less polarizable than the liquid. The direction
of dipole in this case is against the field which gives rise to a negative DEP force.
Figure 1.2 A polarized particle in a non uniform electric field. The particle is more
polarizable than the surrounding fluid and so is attracted towards the stronger electric
field region.
The above picture is taken on August 20, 2009 from "http://www-dsv.cea.fr/en/instituts/institut-
de-recherches-en-technologies-et-sciences-pour-le-vivant-htsv/unites-de-recherche/laboratoire-
biopuces-biopuces/projet-medics/dielectrophorese".
For a dielectric spherical particle, the induced dipole moment is given by,
p = 4πε 0εc a 3 (f)
where a is the particle radius, e the permittivity of the fluid, co = 8.8542x10 -12 F/m is the
permittivity of free space, /3 is the complex frequency dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor
being the complex permittivities of the
9particles and the fluid, and s' =ε—j—a , where a is the conductivity, e is the permittivity
and f is the angular frequency of the applied electric field.
According to the point dipole approximation, the DEP force is given by:
where E is the electric field intensity, and p is the dipole moment.
The sign of the Clausius-Mosotti factor ((3) determines whether the particle
undergoes positive DEP or negative DEP. Specifically, if the sign of p is positive, then
particles move to the maximums of the electric field strength and hence undergo positive
dielectrophoresis and when 13 is negative, particles move to a region where the electric
field strength is locally minimal. When this value is neither positive nor negative, i.e. it is
zero, the DEP force is also zero. Since 13 varies with the frequency of the electric field, it
may be possible to select a frequency for which 13 is zero. This frequency, when it exists,
is called the crossover frequency. This fact can be exploited for separating particles with
positive 13 values from those with negative f3 values. This is a powerful separation
technique which has many practical applications like removal or separation of selected
particulate matter from liquid suspensions, classification of micro organisms, separation
of minerals, and also, as we show in this work, creation of composite particle structures at
fluid-fluid interfaces.
In practice, the separation of particles is often sought in conjunction with their
transport. One way to accomplish this is through the field flow fractionation method,
which consists of judiciously combining hydrodynamics and dielectrophoresis in a
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channel flow [24]. Another technique, referred to as the traveling wave dielectrophoresis
(twDEP), is also used to separate particles [25-27].
1.2.2 Traveling Wave Dielectrophoresis
In traveling wave dielectrophoresis, a traveling electric field generated by periodically
repeating sets of appropriately phased electrodes is used instead of a field for which the
phase of the electric field is constant in space. Thus, as explained below, in addition to a
dielectrophoretic force, a particle also experiences a traveling wave dielectrophoretic
force and torque. The former can be used to translate particles in the tangential direction
to the electrodes and the latter makes particles spin. In conventional dielectrophoresis
(cDEP), as explained above, the dielectrophoretic force acting on an isolated, spherical
particle is proportional to the in-phase component of the dipole moment induced by the
electric field and the field non-uniformity, as given by the gradient of the square of the
electric field. In an A.C. electric field, this statement remains valid if the dielectric force
considered is the time averaged force and the electric field is replaced by the root mean
square (rms) of the electric field. Furthermore, the force is proportional to the real part of
the Clausius-Mossoti factor /3, which quantifies the mismatch between the dielectric
properties of the particle and its suspending medium.
In twDEP, both the real and the imaginary parts of the Clausius-Mossoti factor (/3)
determine the forces and torques acting on a particle. While the conventional DEP force
can be either positive or negative depending on the sign of the real part of the Clausius-
Mossoti factor Re(β) [28], thus causing particles to move toward the electrodes for
Re(β)> 0, and away from the electrodes for Re(β)< 0, the traveling wave DEP force is
dependent on Im(β) and can generate a translatory motion along the electrode array.
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However, for such a translation to occur, particles need first to be transported away from
the electrodes under the action of negative dielectrophoresis. In other words, the time
averaged force acting on an isolated, spherical particle originates from the interactions of
the non-uniform electric field with both the in-phase and out-of phase components of the
induced dipole moment of the particle. While the first interaction gives rise to a time-
averaged force equal to the conventional dielectrophoretic force, which depends on the
real part of the Clausius-Mossoti factor and the non-uniformity in the spatial distribution
of the square of the electric field magnitude, the second one generates on average a
translational force proportional to the imaginary part of the Clausius-Mossoti factor and
the square of the electric field magnitude. This translational motion can propel the
particles along the channel upstream or downstream (depending on the sign of Im(β),
thus avoiding the need to pump the fluid itself. It is thus clear that particle separation can
be achieved based on the signs of the real and imaginary parts of β. Further separation
capability is due to the fact that the translational particle velocity is a function of the size
of the particles and the relative polarizability of the particles versus that of the fluid, and
therefore in practical applications the technique has the potential to separate particles
according to their size or dielectric properties [29, 30].
Quantitative studies have been performed in the past [31, 32] to compute both
conventional DEP and twDEP forces. The actual movement of the particle, however, not
only depends on these forces and corresponding torques, but also on the hydrodynamic
and electrostatic particle-particle interactions, as well as the viscous drag forces exerted
by the liquid. The combined effect of these forces has been analyzed to identify
phenomena such as attracting, repelling, and chaining of particles [33]. Computations of
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the motion of particles subjected to twDEP in a channel with planar electrodes
connecting the two side walls of the channel at its bottom was described in [34], where
various regimes were found depending on the real and imaginary parts of β.
1.2.3 Mutual Dielectrophoresis
Particles placed in a spatially non uniform electric field are not only subjected to the DEP
force and twDEP forces, but also to the electrostatic particle-particle interaction forces
which act even when the electric field is uniform. The electrostatic particle-particle
interaction force which is also called the mutual dielectrophoretic force [2], is responsible
for the pearl chain formation. These forces arise because when two dipoles are aligned
parallel to the line joining their centers they attract. Therefore, since the direction of
polarization is parallel to the electric field direction, when the line joining the centers of
two particles is parallel to the direction of the electric field, particles attract each other.
On the other hand, when the line joining their centers is perpendicular to the direction of
electric field, they repel each other.
This is the mechanism by which particles of an electrorheological liquid form
chains and columns and align parallel to the electric field direction. It is also imperative
that the effective viscosity of the above mentioned ER suspension increases dramatically.
As discussed before, Winslow was the first to experimentally study the electrorheological
(ER) effects in suspensions of low conductivity subjected to external electric fields. He
noted that the viscosity of the suspensions increased due to the formation of particle
chains. Since then, many experimental studies of ER fluids have been performed [35-39]
to study the dependence of the increase in the viscosity on the parameters such as the
shear rate, the electric field strength, the volume fraction of particles, etc.
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1.2.4 Electrohydrodynamics of Droplets
When a drop is subjected to a uniform electric field, it becomes polarized like a
rigid particle. However, since the distribution of the electric stress on the surface of the
drop is non uniform, it elongates in the direction of electric field. The electric field near
the drop becomes non uniform because the dielectric constant of the drop and the
surrounding fluid are different.
The main objective here is to use this non uniformity of the electric field to
concentrate particles distributed on the surface of a drop at its poles or near the equator.
This, as noted, requires that the dielectric constant of the drop be different from that of
the ambient fluid. The poles are defined as the two points on the drop surface where the
applied uniform electric field is normal to the drop surface, while the equator is the curve
at equidistance between the two poles and along which the electric field is tangential to
the drop surface.
If the drop's dielectric constant is smaller than that of the ambient fluid, the
modified electric field distribution is such that the electric field near the equator is
smaller and near the poles it is larger, compared to the imposed uniform electric field. If
the dielectric constant of the drop is greater than that of the ambient fluid, the electric
field is stronger at the poles than it is near the equator. Furthermore, the electric field
inside the drop is stronger than the applied field in the former case and weaker in the
latter case. An in-detail explanation of this phenomenon is explained in Chapter 2.
Since the electric field strength on the surface of a drop is non-uniform, a particle
on the surface is subjected to a dielectrophoretic (DEP) force that causes it to move either
to the equator or to one of the poles. The direction of the DEP force that acts on a particle
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as discussed before depends on the sign of its Clausius-Mossotti factor which determines
the location at which particles eventually aggregate. If the Clausius-Mossotti factor is
positive, particles aggregate at the poles if the dielectric constant of the drop is greater
than that of the ambient fluid, and at the equator if the dielectric constant of the drop is
smaller than that of the ambient fluid. Furthermore, the opposite is true if the Clausius-
Mossotti factor is negative. That is, particles aggregate at the equator if the dielectric
constant of the drop is greater than that of the ambient fluid, and at the poles if the
dielectric constant of the drop is smaller than that of the ambient fluid. For a drop
suspended in a fluid and subjected to an AC electric field, the Clausius-Mossotti factor is
r *
e 	 8,/3(w) 	 d(co= Re	 , where Ed and 8: are the frequency dependent complexεd+28:j
permittivity of the drop and the ambient fluid, respectively. The complex permittivity is
= ε - 	 l CO , where e is the permittivity, a is the conductivity and j V-1 ,
Here one can also note that the above expression for the Clausius-Mossotti factor
is not directly applicable to a particle at the drop's surface because it is in contact with
both fluids. Clearly, in this case the Clausius-Mossotti factor should depend on the
dielectric constants of the particle and the two fluids involved, and also on the position of
the particle within the interface. The position of a particle within the drop's surface, i.e.,
the position of the contact line on the particle's surface which determines the fraction of
the particle in the two fluids, depends on the contact angle and the buoyant weight of the
particle.
The fact that the locations where the particles aggregate depend on the Clausius-
Mossotti factor can be used to separate particles for which the sign of the Clausius-
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Mossotti factor is different. More specifically, the approach allows us to aggregate one
type of particles at the poles and the second type at the equator. Furthermore, since the
Clausius-Mossotti factor depends on the frequency, it is possible to separate particles by
selecting a suitable frequency.
Once particles concentrate near the poles or the equator, the electric field strength
is increased above a critical level at which the drop breaks. The drop deforms because the
electric stress distribution on its surface is non-uniform. The deformed shape, assuming
that the deformation is small, was determined in [65-74] by the balance of the surface
tension force, which tends to make the drop spherical, and the force due to the electric
stress, which tends to elongate the drop [68]. The following expression for the drop
deformation can be obtained
(1.1)
E²0β²
where We = aε0εc 	 is the electric Weber number, a is the drop radius, y is the
interfacial tension between the two fluids, ε c is the dielectric constant of the fluid, E 0 =
8.8542x10 -12 F/m is the permittivity of free space and E0 is the RMS value of the electric
field. Equation 1.1 is also valid for a DC electric field where E 0  is simply the electric
field intensity. This expression implies that the deformation increases as the square of the
electric field strength and the square of the Clausius-Mossotti factor. Moreover, it varies
inversely with the surface tension coefficient and is proportional to the electric Weber
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L — B
number. The deformation is defined by the parameter D
L + B , 
where L and B are
respectively the major and minor axes of the drop, assuming that the shape of the drop is
approximately ellipsoidal. The deformation parameter D varies between 0 and 1; for a
spherical drop, D is zero and its value increases with increasing deviation from the
spherical shape.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, the electric field
around a drop in a uniform electric field, and the forces that act on a particle located on
the drop's surface are described. The finite element method used for this study is also
discussed in detail. In the next chapter, experimental results which show that it is possible
to concentrate and remove particles trapped on the surface of a drop by applying an
electric field are described. The particle-particle interactions on the surface of a droplet
are discussed in chapter 4. Finally, the DNS results for the transport of yeast cells by
traveling wave dielectrophoresis in a micro device are discussed, and followed by
conclusions.
CHAPTER 2
REDISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLES ON DROP SURFACE
2.1 Governing Equations
Consider a drop of fluid with viscosity id and density pd, placed in an ambient fluid with
viscosity ηL and density ρL. The drop is assumed to be immiscible with the ambient fluid
and its dielectric constant is different from that of the ambient fluid. The system is
subjected to a non-uniform electric field which is generated by the electrodes mounted in
the bottom surface of the micro device. Since the dielectric constants of the drop and the
ambient fluid are different, a spatially varying electric stress acts on the interface which
causes the drop to deform and translate.
Denote the domain containing the liquid and the drops by Ω , and the domain
boundary by F . The governing equations for the two-fluid system are
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, ii is the viscosity, p is the density, D is the
symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor, n is the outer normal, y is the interfacial
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tension, lc is the surface curvature, 0 is the level set function defined to be the signed
distance from the interface, g is the delta function and GM is the Maxwell stress tensor.
Only the case in which the density and viscosity of the drop are the same as those of the
ambient liquid are considered, although these assumptions could be easily relaxed. The
bulk imposed velocity of the liquid is assumed to be zero and solid walls are placed at the
domain boundary. No-slip boundary conditions (i.e. zero liquid velocity) are imposed
there.
In order to compute the electric stress acting on the drop surface, first the electric
potential V has to be obtained by solving V • (εV = 0 subjected to the voltage boundary
conditions [75, 76]. The dielectric constant ε is equal to εc for the ambient liquid and E d
for the drop. The voltage V is prescribed on the electrodes and its normal derivative is
taken to be zero on the remaining domain boundary. The electric stress is given by the
Maxwell stress tensor
(2.4)
where I is the identity tensor and E=-V is the electric field [75, 76]. We will assume
that both the liquid and the drop are perfect dielectrics. The results thus obtained, as
noted earlier, are also applicable to the case of AC electric fields, provided that the RMS
value of the electric field is used, that /3 is replaced by the real part of the complex
frequency dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor and that the force is the time averaged
force.
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The governing Equations 2.1 - Equation 2.4 can be non-dimensionalized by
assuming that the characteristic length, time, velocity, pressure, stress and electric field
scales are a, a/U, U, pU 2, ηU/a, and /3 Eo respectively, where U is the characteristic fluid
velocity, E0 = V0 IL is the strength of the electric field, and L is the distance between the
electrodes. It is easy to show that the non-dimensional equations after using the same
symbols for the dimensionless variables are
(2.5)
Notice that the spatial gradient of the electric field is nondimensionalized using
the characteristic length L. The dimensionless dielectric constant ε is obtained by
dividing by e„ the dielectric constant of the continuous phase. The above equations
contain the following dimensionless parameters: the Reynolds number Re= pUa 177 , which
is the ratio of inertial and viscous forces, the capillary number Ca=Uη0/y , which is the
ratio of viscous and surface tension forces, the Mason number Ma= 	 ηU which
ε0εcaβ² 2 E0 2
is the ratio of the viscous and electric forces, and the length ratio a/L. Another useful
parameter which gives the relative importance of the electric and interfacial tension
60E caβ²  E0 2 forces is the electrical Weber number We= 	 . Notice that We can also be
I
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defined as the ratio of the capillary and Mason numbers. Also another point is that the
definition of the Weber number in this work differs from the standard definition, We =
ε0εcaE0² 2
	, by a factor β² (which is dimensionless) and, as discussed below, this allows
for a better estimate of the electric force acting on a drop.
It is worth noting that a drop moving in a micro device deforms also because of
the velocity field it experiences. However, when the drop stops moving, as is the case
after it is captured at an electrode's edge, the shape of the deformed drop is determined
by the balance of the electric and surface tension forces.
2.1.1 Dielectrophoretic Force Induced Drop Deformation
When the drop size is sufficiently small compared to the length scale over which the non-
uniform electric field varies, the point dipole approach can be used to estimate the
dielectrophoretic force. The drop, however, also elongates along the direction of the local
electric field. This latter complexity is not present for the case of rigid particles.
Even though the analysis based on the point dipole is not strictly valid in a typical
device used for dielectrophoresis for which the drop size is of the same order as the
device size [75], it is still useful for estimating the order of magnitudes of the forces. The
critical electric field strength below which the drop deformation remains small can be
estimated from the result obtained by Allen and Mason [59] for the case of a drop placed
in a uniform electric field. The deformed shape in their analysis is determined by the
balance of the surface tension force, which tends to make the drop spherical, and the
force due to the electric stress, which tends to elongate the drop. The electric stress
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distribution on the surface of the drop is deduced by assuming that the drop remains
spherical. Allen and Mason obtained the following expression for the drop deformation
(2.6)
This expression implies that the deformation increases as the square of the electric field
and the square of the Clausius-Mossotti factor. Moreover, it varies inversely with the
surface tension coefficient and is proportional to the electric Weber number We. The
deformation is defined as the parameter
where L and B are respectively the major and minor axes of the drop, assuming that the
shape of the latter is approximately ellipsoidal. The deformation parameter D varies
between 0 and 1; for a spherical drop, D is zero and its value increases with increasing
deformation from a sphere.
To ensure that the drop deformation is small, one may assume that We is such that
D is less than 0.1. From equation 2.6, this implies
2.1.2 DEP Forces on Particles
Next, the point dipole approach is used to estimate the magnitude of the DEP force acting
on a particle that causes it to migrate towards the poles or the equator. The drop is
assumed to be spherical. The approach assumes that the electric field is not altered by the
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presence of the particle, the particle size is small compared to the length scale over which
the electric field varies and the electric field gradient at the center of the particles can be
used to estimate the DEP force. The particle's center is assumed to be outside the drop at
a small distance from the drop's surface, and thus the non uniform electric field
distribution outside the drop is used to estimate the DEP force. Note that the electric field
inside the drop is constant, and thus, since its gradient is zero, the DEP force on a particle
inside the drop, within the point dipole approximation, is zero.
The r- and 0 -components of the rms electric field outside a spherical drop of
radius a can be shown to be given by,
(2.7)
where E0
 is the rms value of the applied ac electric field which is along the z-direction of
the spherical coordinate system, r is the distance of the particle from the center of the
I 	 * 	 *
drop, pm 	
6 6,
	= Re  *d
	* is the Clausius-Mossotti factor. Here Ed* and ε: are the
Ed 2ε c
frequency dependent complex permittivity of the drop and the ambient fluid, and w is the
frequency of the ac field. Here the complex permittivity ε * = ε - jσ/ω, where is the
permittivity, a is the conductivity and j = 	 .
The DEP force acting on a particle of radius R outside the surface of the drop is
given by FDEP = 470 1 R 3 ε0εc (E² 12) 	 Here co is the permittivity of free space,
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( * 	 *
Sp —eεc 	 * is
(C0)= Re *	 * , εp  is the frequency dependent complex permittivity of the particle,
εp+ 2εc
and E is the electric field magnitude:
The 0 -component of the DEP force, which for an undeformed drop is in the tangential
direction to the drop's surface, is then given by
The above equation is also valid for a DC electric field in which case E0 is denotes the
electric field intensity. The force on a particle near the drop's surface can be obtained by
substituting r ;z-; a , which gives
(2.8)
Equation 2.8 gives the DEP force in the 0 -direction on a small particle near, but outside,
the drop's surface. The force is zero both at the poles ( 0 = 0, 7r ) and at the equator (0 7112
), and maximum at 0 = 7r/ 4 . Also notice that the magnitude of force on a particle of given
radius increases with decreasing drop size. This implies that it is easier to concentrate
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particles (of a given radius) on a smaller sized drop which is in agreement with our
experimental observations.
From Equation 2.8, the sign of the tangential DEP force acting on a particle,
depends on the sign of /3' /3(2 + )6). Also, since	 1, (2 +,6)>o. Thus, the sign of
β' β(2+ β) is the same as that of IT β . The magnitude of the factor (2 +,(3) for /3 < 0 ,
however, is smaller than for p > Thus, the DEP force is smaller for the former case.
Furthermore, although the DEP force is zero at both the poles and the equator, it is easy
to see that the sign of p! p determines the location(s) at which particles eventually
aggregate. When pi p >0 particles aggregate at the poles because they are in a state of
stable equilibrium at the poles and in a state of unstable equilibrium at the equator. On
the other hand, when p? /3 <0, they aggregate at the equator where their equilibrium is
stable.
From this a conclusion can be drawn that particles with a positive Clausius-
Mossotti factor (/3'>0) aggregate at the poles if the permittivity of the drop is greater than
that of the ambient fluid, and at the equator if the permittivity of the drop is smaller than
that of the ambient fluid. The opposite statement holds for particles with a negative
Clausius-Mossotti factor ( β' <0). It is important to note that if the fluids and particle
conductivities are not negligible, the sign of β' and β , and thus the location where
particles collect, may depend on the frequency of the ac field. Furthermore, the electric
field induced fluid flow around the drop can also cause the motion of particles trapped on
the surface of a drop. This, however, was not the case for the cases investigated in the
present study. The use of an ac electric field reduced the role of conductivity.
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2.1.3 Finite Element Method
The computational scheme used here is a generalization of the DLM finite-element
scheme described in [77, 78]. In this scheme, the fluid flow equations are solved on the
combined fluid-solid domain, and the motion inside the particle boundaries is forced to
be rigid-body motion using a distributed Lagrange multiplier. The fluid and particle
equations of motion are combined into a single combined weak equation of motion,
eliminating the hydrodynamic forces and torques, which helps ensure the stability of the
time integration. For the sake of simplicity, in this section, it is assumed that there is only
one particle. The extension to the multi-particle case is straightforward.
The solution and variation are required to satisfy the strong form of the constraint
of rigid body motion throughout P(t). In the distributed Lagrange multiplier method, this
constraint is removed from the velocity space and enforced weakly as a side constraint
using a distributed Lagrange multiplier term. It was shown in [77, 78] that the following
weak formulation of the problem holds in the extended domain:
(2.9)
(2.10)
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(2.11)
(2.12)
as well as the kinematic equations and the initial conditions for the particle linear and
angular velocities. Here F' is the additional body force applied to the particles to limit
the extent of overlap (Glowinski, et al. 1999) and X is the distributed Lagrange multiplier
(2.13)
and A(t) is L²(P(t))³ , with (.,.)P(t) denoting the L2 inner product over the particle, where
F is the upstream part of F . In our simulations, since the velocity and [t are in L 2 , we
will use the following inner product
(2.14)
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In order to solve the above problem numerically, we will discretize the domain
using a regular tetrahedral mesh Th for the velocity, where h is the mesh size, and a
regular tetrahedral mesh T2h for the pressure. The following finite dimensional spaces are
defined for approximating W uГ , WO , L² (S2) and L²0 (0) :
(2.15)
(2.16)
The particle inner product terms in Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.11 are obtained using the
discrete L2 inner product defined in Glowinski, et al. (1999). Specifically, we choose M
points, xi xM that uniformly cover P(t) , and define
Using these finite dimensional spaces, it is straightforward to discretize Equations 2.9 —
Equation 2.12.
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2.1.4 Time Discretization Using the Marchuk-Yanenko Operator Splitting Scheme
The initial value problem (Equations 2.9 - Equation 2.12) is solved by using the
Marchuk-Yanenko operator-splitting scheme, which allows us to decouple its three
primary difficulties:
1. The incompressibility condition, and the related unknown pressure ph,
2. The nonlinear advection term,
3. The constraint of rigid-body motion in P h(t), and the related distributed Lagrange
multiplier λh .
The Marchuk-Yanenko operator-splitting scheme can be applied to an initial value
problem of the form
where the operators A1, A2 and A3 can be multi-valued. Let At be the time step. We use
the following version of the Marchuk-Yanenko operator splitting scheme to simulate the
motion of particles in an ER fluid:
Set u° = u0,h, U ° = U0, X° = X0 and co° = w 0, and calculate E by solving V²φ = 0, subjected
to the electric potential boundary conditions, and then calculating E = Ocp .
For n = 0, 1, 2,... assuming un, Un , Xn , and u)" are known, we find the values for the
(n+1) th time step using the following steps:
STEP 1:
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(2.17)
(2.18)
STEP 3: 
Compute Un+²/4 and Xn+²/4 using the prediction procedure
end do
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(2.19)
(2.20)
where the center of the particle P((n + 2/ 4)At) is at the location )0+2'
end do
(2.21)
Then set pn+¹= pn+¹/4, and go back to the first step.
Remarks:
1. The problems arising in the first and second steps are solved using the conjugate
gradient algorithm described in [77].
2.α1 and a2 are assumed to be the same and its value is 0.5.
3. The third step is used to obtain the distributed Lagrange multiplier that enforces rigid
body motion inside the particles. This problem is solved by using the conjugate gradient
method described in [77, 78]. In this step, we account for the electrostatic forces that arise
due to the dielectrophoretic effect and the particle-particle interactions.
22 Electric Field Distribution for a Dielectric Drop Placed in a Dielectric Liquid
Now a drop suspended in a surrounding fluid with small solid particles floating at its
surface and subjected to an externally applied uniform electric field is considered. The
latter in the numerical simulations is generated by placing the drop and its surrounding
fluid in a box with electrodes coinciding with the upper and lower walls. The analysis
performed below assumes that: (i) both the drop and the ambient liquids are perfect
dielectrics, (ii) the drop and the ambient fluids are immiscible and (iii) the drop's
dielectric constant is different from that of the ambient fluid. As discussed below, it is
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interesting to note that although the applied electric field away from the drop is uniform,
the presence of the drop makes the electric field in the neighborhood of the drop non-
uniform and, as a result, the particles on its surface are subjected to a non-uniform
electric field and thus to the phenomenon of dielectrophoresis. In this subsection, this
non-uniformity, and the resulting dielectrophoretic force which acts on particles located
either on its surface or near the drop is characterized.
2
Figure 2.1 The steady deformed shape and the modified electric field around a dielectric
drop suspended in a dielectric liquid and subjected to a uniform electric field. (a) The
dielectric constant of the drop is 0.5 and of the ambient liquid is one, and We =1.3.
Notice that the electric field is no longer uniform, and that it is locally maximum at the
equator and locally minimum at the poles. (b) The dielectric constant of the drop is 2.0
and of the ambient liquid is one, and We =1.31. The electric field is locally maximum at
the poles and locally minimum at the equator.
For the simulations, the dielectric constant of the ambient fluid is held fixed and
assumed to be 1.0. The interfacial tension between the ambient fluid and the drop, and the
voltage difference between the electrodes are prescribed. The electric field distribution
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and the deformed drop shapes are obtained numerically. The domain dimensions are
assumed to be 1.5, 1.5 and 2.0 cm in the x, y and z directions and the undeformed drop
radius is assumed to be 0.25 cm. Simulations are started by placing a spherical drop at the
center of the domain (see Figure 2.1). The normal derivative of the electric potential is
assumed to be zero on the domain side walls, and therefore, since the electrodes
completely cover the top and bottom walls, in the absence of a drop, the electric field in
the domain is uniform. Furthermore, the drop is assumed to be sufficiently small so that
the effect of its presence on the electric field distribution is negligible. The dependence of
the dielectrophoretic force, and the resulting drop deformation, are described below for
two values of the drop dielectric constant.
Figure 2.1 shows the computed steady state shape of the drop and the electric
field distribution around it. The drop considered in Figure 2.1a has a dielectric constant of
0.5 and the dielectric constant of the ambient fluid, as noted above, is one. The modified
electric field distribution is such that the magnitude of the electric field near the equator
is smaller and near the poles it is larger, compared to the magnitude of the imposed
uniform electric field. It is also interesting to notice that the strength of the electric field
inside the drop is greater than the applied field strength. This modification makes the
electric field strength, and thus also the electric stress distribution, on the drop surface
non-uniform.
The modified electric field distribution for the case where the dielectric constant
of the drop is greater than that of the ambient fluid is shown in figure 2.1b. Note that the
strength of the electric field inside the drop is weaker than that of the applied field, and
the electric field strength at the poles is greater than near the equator.
(a) (b)
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It is worth noting that the electric field strength inside the drop in both cases is
constant. This is important because, as discussed below, this implies that a particle placed
inside the drop is not expected to experience a dielectrophoretic force, at least within the
point-dipole approximation.
Figure 2.2 The dielectrophoretic force induced motion of small particles on the surface
of a drop subjected to a uniform electric field generated by the electrodes placed at the
top and bottom of the device. The figure shows the direction of motion for particles for
which the effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive (The direction is the opposite for
particles with a negative effective Clausius-Mossotti factor). The dielectric constant of
the ambient fluid is assumed to be one. The dielectric constant of the drop in (a) is greater
than one and in (b) it is less than one.
Figure 2.2 shows the direction of the DEP force that acts on a particle for which
the effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive, and the locations at which the particles
are eventually collected. More specifically, if the dielectric constant of the drop is greater
than that of the ambient fluid, particles on the drop surface collect at the two poles. On
the other hand, if the dielectric constant of the drop is smaller than that of the ambient
liquid, particles collect in a ring shaped region near the equator (However, when the
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particle's buoyant weight is not negligible and electrodes are mounted on the side walls,
they remain near either the top of the drop or sediment to the bottom of the drop while
remaining at the equator.) Furthermore, the opposite is true if the effective Clausius-
Mossotti factor is negative. That is, particles get collected at the equator if the dielectric
constant of the drop is greater than that of the ambient fluid, and at the poles if the
dielectric constant of the drop is smaller than that of the ambient fluid. This phenomenon
can thus be used to separate two types of particles but where they aggregate (at the poles
or at the equator) depends on the dielectric constants of the drop, the ambient fluid and
the particles.
2.3 Experiments
2.3.1 Experimental Setup and Materials
This section will begin by describing the experimental procedure employed to investigate
the influence of an externally applied electric field on the distribution of particles on the
surface of a drop, and the role of various parameters in the process. Experiments were
conducted in several devices with rectangular cross-sections in which the electrodes were
mounted on the side walls (Figure 2.3). The distance between the electrodes was varied
between 2.6 mm and 6.5 mm. The depth of the devices was 6.5 mm and the length 41
mm. The depth of the ambient liquid was approximately 5.5 mm. A variable frequency ac
signal generator (BK Precision Model 4010A) was used along with a high voltage
amplifier (Trek Model 5/80) to apply voltage to the electrodes. The frequency used in all
our experiments was 100 Hz or 1 kHz. The use of an ac field ensured that the role of
conductivity and the drop's electric charge, if any, was negligible. The
High voltage
power supply
Ambient
liquid
ElectrodeElectrode
Drop
)containing
particles
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motion/deformation was recorded using a digital color camera connected to a Nikon
Metallurgical MEC600 microscope.
Drops of various sizes were formed at a small distance from the bottom surface by
injecting a given amount of liquid into the ambient liquid with a syringe. The density and
viscosity of the drops were not equal to the corresponding values for the ambient liquids.
In fact, the ambient and drop liquids were selected so that the drop density was slightly
larger, which ensured that the drop did not levitate. For all cases reported in this work,
drops were allowed to settle to the bottom of the device. The bottom surface was chosen
so that its affinity for the ambient fluid was greater than its affinity for the drop.
Computer
Camera
Figure 2.3 Schematic of the setup used in our experiments. The electrodes were mounted
on the left and right sidewalls. The electric field was in the horizontal direction, and thus
the drops also stretched in that direction. The drop deformation and the motion of
particles were recorded using the camera mounted above. An insert was used to ensure
that the vertical position of the drop was near the middle of the electrodes. The material
used for the insert was such that its dielectric constant was close to that of the ambient
liquid.
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The liquids used in this study were Millipore water, silicon oil, decane, castor oil,
and corn oil with the following properties. The dielectric constant of water is 80.0 and its
conductivity is 5.5 x 10 6 pSm -¹ ; the values for silicon oil are 2.68 and 2.67 pSm -¹ ; those
for decane are 2.0 and 2.65 x10 4 pSm-¹ ; those for castor oil are 6.0 and 32.0 pSm-¹ and for
corn oil they are 2.87 and 32.0 pSm -¹ . The densities of water, silicon oil, decane, castor
oil and corn oil are 1.00 g/cm ³ , 0.963 g/cm³ , 0.730 g/cm³ , 0.96 g/cm³ and 0.92 g/cm ³ ,
respectively.
In the experiments, a drop with particles distributed on its surface was formed
using the following procedure. The first step was to form a dilute suspension by mixing
particles in the liquid that was to be used to form the drop. The particle concentration was
kept small to ensure that the particle concentration on the surface of the formed drop was
small. A fixed volume of this suspension was then injected into the ambient liquid by
using a syringe. Since the drop density was slightly larger than that of the ambient liquid,
the drop, after being formed, sedimented to the bottom surface of the device. The
particles suspended inside the drop sedimented along with the drop. In some experiments,
a drop containing two types of particles was formed by merging two or more smaller
drops, each containing particles of different types. This ensured that there were enough
particles of each type and also ensured that they were not completely mixed. Although
the experimental setup did not allow us to photograph the side view of the drops,
assumption is made that the drops were deformed from the spherical shape due to their
buoyant weights.
Several minutes are then observed until all particles suspended inside the drop
reached either the bottom or the top surface of the drop, depending on the density of the
(a) (b) (c)
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particles compared to that of the drop. Once a particle was trapped at the two-fluid
interface, it remained there due to the interfacial tension. The position of a particle within
the interface is determined by the three-phase contact angle on its surface and its buoyant
weight [79].
Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram showing the formation of drops containing small particles
on their surfaces. (a) The initial state of an injected drop. Particles are present within the
drop and not on its surface. (b) The suspended particles are less dense than the drop and
so they get accumulated at the top surface of the drop. (c) The suspended particles are
denser than the drop and so they get accumulated at the bottom surface of the drop.
Also, relatively large sized particles were used in these experiments to make sure
that the motion and the supporting data can be visually monitored after the electric field
was applied and thus understand the mechanisms by which particles migrated along the
surface of the drop, influenced the drop deformation and were subsequently removed
from the drop. However, since the diameter of the particles used was between 4 and 70
microns, their buoyant weight was not negligible and thus, as noted above, particles
either settled or rose under the action of gravity as shown in Figure 2.4. Once they were
trapped at the interface between the drop and the ambient liquid, they remained trapped
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even when the electric field was switched on. When an electric field was applied they
moved along the surface of the drop under the action of the dielectrophoretic force which
arises because of the non-uniformity of the electric field on the drop's surface. One can
also expect smaller, submicron sized particles, for which the buoyant weight is
negligible, to behave similarly.
2.3.2 Drop Dielectric Constant Smaller than that of the Ambient Liquid
First the case of particles with a density smaller than that of the ambient liquid is
considered, and then the case of particles with a density larger than that of the ambient
liquid.
Figure 2.5 shows the top view of the distribution of hollow glass particles, of
diameter 18 pm, on the surface of a silicone oil drop suspended in corn oil at four
different times after the electric field was switched on. The electrodes are at the top and
bottom surfaces of the device. The electric field is perpendicular to the paper, and the
voltage applied to the device was 3000 volts, which was held fixed. The drop stretches in
the direction of the electric field, but since the viewing direction is parallel to the
direction of stretch, this cannot be seen. The density of hollow glass particles being 0.6
g/cm³ , the particles are trapped at the top surface of the drop. In addition, due to the fact
that the dielectric constant of the particles is 6.5, which corresponds to a positive
Clausius-Mossotti factor, they move to the region where the electric field strength is
maximal.
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(c) (d) 
Figure 2.5 Top view of the motion of hollow glass spheres on the surface of a silicone oil 
drop suspended in corn oil and subjected to a uniform electric field. Electrodes are 
mounted on the bottom and top surfaces of the device. The electric field is normal to the 
plane of the paper. The drop diameter is approximately 684 )lm. The distance between 
the electrodes is 6.5 mm and the applied voltage is 3000 volts. The density of hollow 
glass spheres is 0.6 g/cm3 and their diameter is approximately 18 )lm. The effective 
Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive and since the electric field is maximal at the equator, 
after the electric field is switched on, the particles move towards the equator. (a) t=O, (b) 
t=20 s. (c) t=40 s. (d) t=60 s. 
From Figure 2.1 it can be known that when the dielectric constant of the drop is 
smaller than of the ambient liquid, the electric field is maximal at the equator. In Figure 
2.5 the equator is the circular region enclosing the drop. The figure shows that particles 
move outwards as time increases and eventually most of them get trapped at the equator. 
Their motion, therefore, is against the buoyancy force which acts in the upward direction 
as the particles density is smaller than the liquid density. Also notice the presence of 
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particle chains, which are due to electrostatic particle-particle interactions among 
particles. Furthermore, most of the particles move together in a cluster which also is a 
result of the attractive particle-particle interaction force between them. 
(e) (d) 
Figure 2.6 Top view of the motion of sodalime glass spheres on the surface of a silicone 
oil drop suspended in com oil and subjected to a uniform electric field. Electrodes are 
mounted on the bottom and top surfaces of the device. The electric field is normal to the 
plane of the paper. The drop diameter is approximately 940 /-!m. The distance between the 
electrodes is 6.5 mm and the applied voltage is 4000 volts. The density of sodalime glass 
spheres is 2.5 g/cm3 and their diameter is between 4-10 /-!m. The effective Clausius-
Mossotti factor is positive and since the electric field is maximal at the equator, after the 
electric field is switched on, the particles move towards the equator. (a) t=:::O , (b) t=10 s, 
(c) t=20 s, (d) t=60 s. 
Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of sodalime glass particles on the surface of a 
silicone oil drop suspended in com oil. The diameter of the particles is between 4-10 /-!m, 
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thus smaller than the particles used above, and their density is 2.5 g/cm ³ , which makes
the particles initially migrate toward, and get trapped at, the bottom surface of the drop.
The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive since the dielectric constant of particles
is 6.5, which is larger than that of the ambient liquid and also of the drop. All particles
trapped at the interface move towards the drop,s equator where the electric field strength
is maximal.
In this case particles move upwards against the bouyant weight which acts
downwards as the density of particles is greater than the liquid density. The figure shows
that the particles move outwards as time increases and eventually most of them are
trapped at the equator. Notice that the middle portion of the drop in Figure 2.6d is
virtually free of particles as all have moved to the drop's equator. Again, under the
influence of particle-particle interactions, particles are not uniformly distributed along the
equator, but rather form particle clusters there.
2.3.3 Drop Dielectric Constant Larger than of the Ambient Liquid
Next the distribution of hollow extendospheres on the surface of a water drop suspended
in decane is described. The electrodes in this case were mounted on the left and right side
walls of the device. The electric field is horizontal, and the voltage applied to the device
was 4000 volts.
The drop stretches in the direction of the applied electric field. The density of
hollow extendospheres is 0.75 g/cm ³ , and thus, as was the case in Figure 2.7, initially the
particles are trapped at the top surface of the drop. The dielectric constant of the drop is
greater than that of the ambient liquid, and thus the electric field is maximal at the poles.
In Figure 2.7 the electric field is horizontal and the poles are the far left and far right most
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points on the drop surface. The dielectric constant of particles is 4.5, which is greater than 
that of decane, but smaller than of the drop. 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.7 Top view of the motion of extendospheres on the surface of a water drop 
suspended in decane and subjected to a uniform electric field . Electrodes are mounted on 
the left and right side walls of the device. The electric field is horizontal within the plane 
of the photographs. The drop diameter is approximately 840 /-Lm. The distance between 
the electrodes is 6.5 mm. The density of the extendospheres is 0.75 g/cm3 and their 
diameter is approximately 55 /-Lm . The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive and 
since the electric field maximum is located at the poles, after the electric field is switched 
on, the particles slowly move towards the pole on the right side. Notice that particles 
move together due to the electrostatic particle-particle interactions. The applied voltage to 
the electrodes is (a) 0 volts, (b) 1500 volts, (c) 2500 volts, (d) 4000 volts . 
The effective Clausius-Mossotti factor of particles in experiments IS positive 
which is indicated by the fact that after the electric field is switched on particles trapped 
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on the drop surface move to the regions where the electric field strength is maximal. They
move closer to the poles with increasing electric field strength. There motion towards the
pole is countered by the buoyancy force which tends to bring them to the top surface of
the drop.
The figure shows that all the trapped particles move to the right side and are
captured near the right pole. Again, particles move together because of the electrostatic
particle-particle interactions. It is noteworthy that the effective Clausius-Mossotti factor
of particles is positive even though their dielectric constant is much smaller than of the
water drop. This indicates that the dielectric constant of the ambient liquid relative to that
of the particles is more important in determining the sign of effective Clausius-Mossotti
factor.
CHAPTER 3
REMOVAL OF PARTICLES FROM DROP SURFACE
The fact that the location where a particle moves to depends on the particle's Clausius-
Mossotti factor (Q') can be used, as we discuss earlier in chapter 2, to separate particles
trapped on the surface of a drop for which the sign of ,8' is different, and this, for
instance, can be used to form a composite (Janus) drop for which the areas surrounding
the poles and the equator are covered by different types of particles. Furthermore, since
β' also depends on the frequency of the ac field, this may be achieved by selecting a
suitable frequency such that the sign of /3' is different for the two types of particles to be
separated.
To compare the strength of the DEP force with that of gravity and Brownian
forces which act on a particle, the work, W DEP, done on a particle by the DEP force in
moving it from one of the poles to the equator of the drop is computed. The work done is
given by the integral of the dot product of the DEP force with the displacement along a
path on the surface of the drop, from 0= 0 to π / 2 :
(3.1)
The work done in moving a particle from the drop's equator to one of the poles is
of the same magnitude but has the opposite sign. Also, WDEP is proportional to the
square of the electric field intensity and is independent of the drop radius.
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Obviously, it is possible to manipulate particles trapped on the surface of a drop
by applying an electric field only if the DEP force that results is sufficiently large to
overcome the particle's buoyant weight. The electric field intensity that is needed to meet
this condition can be determined by the requirement that WDEP
 is greater than the
gravitational work done on the particle when it is moved from one of the drop,s poles to
the equator (or from the equator to one of the poles). The gravitational work done on a
particle is given by
Here g is the acceleration due to gravity, pp is the particle density and p f is the effective
fluid density. Using the above expressions, the requirement that the work done by the
DEP force must be greater than the gravitational work gives
The above can be written as
G>1 (3.2)
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where G = 9ε0 E0 16' p(2+ 13) is an electric gravity dimensionless parameter. Notice that
2a(ρp—pf)g.
the above condition is independent of the particle radius R because the buoyant weight
and the DEP force are both proportional to the particle's volume. It is noteworthy that the
electric field intensity required for manipulating particles increases with increasing
particle density. The above condition, in fact, implies that negligibly small electric field is
required for manipulating neutrally buoyant particles.
In addition, the above condition implies that the electric field intensity required
for concentrating particles decreases with decreasing drop radius. For example, for
pp —ρf  = 200.0 kgm -³ , g = 9.81 ms-², p= 0.5, β' = 0.5, E, = 2.0, the electric field
intensity required for a = 1.0 mm is 595.4 kV/m, and for a= 1.0 µm is 18.8 kV/m. The
electric field strength for the last case is about 32 times weaker than for the first case.
This is an important result which states that the electric field intensity required for
manipulating micro emulsions is smaller than for emulsions containing larger sized
droplets.
Another force, which is especially relevant for small submicron and nano sized
particles, is the force that arises due to the Brownian motion of particles. For a given
electric field intensity the DEP force decreases with decreasing particle size while the
importance of the Brownian forces increases with decreasing particle size, and thus the
electric field intensity required for manipulating particles increases with decreasing
particle size. The DEP force can be used to concentrate small particles on the surface of a
drop only if the work done by the DEP force, WDEP , is greater than kT, where k is the
Boltzman constant and T is the temperature. Let us assume that /3 = 0.5, 13' = 0.5, εc=
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2.0, T = 300 K, kT = 4.28x10 -2¹ , and E = 1.0x106 V/m. Then, for R = 1 µM, WW DEP =
4.9x104 kT and for R = 100 nm, W DEP = 48.7 kT. This shows that for these parameter
values the DEP force is large enough to overcome the random Brownian forces that act
on a 1 µm and even 100 nm sized particle trapped on the surface of a drop. The work
done by the DEP force is much larger (by 3 orders of magnitude) for a 1µm particle than
it is for a 100 nm particle.
Once particles concentrate near the poles or the equator of the drop, the electric
field strength is increased further to a level above a critical value at which the drop either
breaks near the middle or undergoes tip streaming, thus leading to the removal of
particles concentrated near the equator or the poles. A drop placed in a uniform electric
field deforms because the electric stress distribution on its surface is non-uniform. The
deformed shape, assuming that the deformation is small, was determined in [57-63] by
the balance of the surface tension force, which tends to make the drop spherical, and the
force due to the electric stress, which tends to elongate the drop.
Furthermore, for certain cases, such as for a water drop immersed in corn oil,
there is a critical Weber number at which the drop begins to tip-stream or breaks [80]. Let
the critical Weber number at which this happens be We„,„ a critical value that we report
below. For convenience, a scaled electric Weber number We—  We is defined so that
the drop breakup or tip-streaming occurs when We'=1.
It is noteworthy that the electric Weber number (We) and the electric gravity
parameter (G) both increase as the square of the electric field intensity. The former
determines the electric field intensity at which a drop tip-streams or breaks, and the latter
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gives the intensity that is needed to manipulate particles. Therefore, depending on the
physical properties of the drop and ambient fluids and those of the particles involved, the
electric field intensity at which a drop begins to tip-stream can be smaller than the
intensity that is needed for manipulating particles. This, in fact, occurred in the
experiments for glass particles trapped on the surface of a water drop when the drop
diameter was ~ 1 mm or larger. The drop was immersed in corn oil. The drop tip-
streamed at an electric field intensity smaller than that needed for manipulating glass
particles, and therefore it was not possible to concentrate them. It was only after the drop
radius had been reduced, as discussed below, that it was possible to manipulate particles
on the surface of the drop.
The ratio of the scaled electric Weber number to the electric gravity parameter
can be used to define another dimensionless parameter that quantifies the relative
importance of the drop,s tendency to tip-stream or break and the tendency of particles to
concentrate near the poles or the equator of the drop:
(3.3)
e' Notice that the ratio 	
 is independent of the electric field intensity and that it
only depends on the physical properties of the two fluids and the particles involved.
e'When 	 <1, the drop is not expected to break or tip-stream for the electric field
intensity that is needed for concentrating particles on the drop,s surface. This is the case
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when the interfacial tension r is sufficiently large, the drop radius is sufficiently small,
or the density difference pp — ρf  is sufficiently small. In fact, neutrally buoyant particles
e'
can be manipulated for any value of the drop radius. On the other hand, when 	 >1, the
drop breaks or tip-streams for an electric field intensity that is smaller than that needed
for concentrating particles on the surface of the drop.
(3.4)
Furthermore, for a given set of ambient fluid, drop and particles, there is a unique
We' 
critical drop radius for which 	  is equal to one (Figure 3.1). From Equation 3.3, the
critical radius is given by
If the drop radius is much smaller than a,,„ the drop is not significantly deformed
for the electric field intensity that is required for concentrating particles. However, if the
radius is larger than the drop tip-streams at an intensity that is smaller than that
required for concentrating particles. Clearly, for the latter case, it is not possible to
concentrate particles trapped on the surface of a drop. Also notice that for a= acrit , the
electric field intensity can be adjusted so that both We' and G are equal to one.
Furthermore, as discussed below, it is only when the drop radius is smaller than that
we can first concentrate and then remove particles from the surface of the drop by further
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increasing the electric field intensity, the latter step being possible only if the drop breaks
or tip-streams.
e' Figure 3.1 The dimensionless parameter 	  is shown as a function the drop radius on a
log-log scale. The parameter values used are: pp — ρf =1500 kg/m³ , y = 0.02 N/m,
β'(2/ +1)= 0.6 and We crit=0.085. The figure shows that when the drop radius is greater
β
' than ~ 0.5 mm, We > 1 and so the drop tip-streams for an electric field intensity that is
smaller than the intensity required for concentrating particle. On the other hand, for
'
smaller sized drops for which We < 1, the electric field intensity needed for
concentrating particles is smaller than the intensity at which the drop undergoes tip
streaming or breaks up.
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3.1 Results
First the results aimed at concentrating particles near the poles or the equator of a drop by
applying a uniform electric field is prescribed, and then for separating particles for which
the sign of Clausius-Mossotti factor is different, and then removing them from the drop
by further increasing the electric field intensity.
3.1.1 Influence of particles on the electric field induced drop deformation
Water drop of diameter 945 µ,m suspended in corn oil which contained extendospheres on
its surface is first considered. The drop sedimented to the bottom of the device as its
density was greater than the density of corn oil. Due to their relatively low density (0.91),
the extendospheres rose to the top surface of the water drop where they were trapped (see
figure 3.2a). Experiments were conducted in a device for which the electrodes were
mounted on the left and right sidewalls, thus making the applied uniform electric field
horizontal. Hereafter, we define the drop,s poles as the left and right most points on its
surface. Since the dielectric constant of the drop is greater than that of the ambient liquid,
the maximum value of the electric field occurs at the poles of the drop. For
extendospheres, the Clausius Mossotti factor is such that β'>0, and thus the particles
were expected to undergo positive dielectrophoresis and collect at the poles. This is
indeed what happened in Figure 3.2b which shows that after an A.C. electric field with a
frequency of 100 Hz was switched on, the DEP force caused the particles to move
towards the poles.
The non uniform electric stress distribution on the surface of the drop caused it to
stretch in the direction of the applied electric field. Figure 3.2b, taken at t = 5 s, shows
that the drop stretched to an approximately ellipsoidal shape with the deformation
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parameter D = 0.179. Notice that in Figure 3.2b particles have started to move towards 
the poles, while remaining trapped at the drop's surface during this motion. The drop 
deformation continued to increase as the particles migrated. It took approximately 60 s 
for all the particles to collect near the poles, and the drop reached a steady shape only 
after that time. The deformation parameter of the drop for the steady shape (reached at t = 
60 s) was 0.207 (see Figure 3.2c). 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.2 Deformation of a water drop immersed in corn oil. The drop carried 
extendospheres on its surface which rose to its top surface as they were lighter than both 
liquids. The electrodes were mounted in the left and right side walls of the device, and the 
distance between them was 6.5 mm. The diameter of extendospheres was ~90 flm. 
(a) The applied voltage was zero and the deformation parameter D = O. The drop 
diameter was 944.4 flm. 
(b) At t = 5 s, shortly after an AC voltage of 3600 volt at 100 Hz was applied, the drop 
was significantly elongated, but the particles were still located near the center of the drop. 
The drop deformation parameter was D = 0.179. 
(c) t = 60 s. The voltage applied was still 3600 volt. Notice that particles have already 
reached the poles, although a larger fraction has gone to the right pole. The drop 
deformation parameter was D = 0.207, which was greater than in (b) as D continued to 
increase while the particles moved towards the poles. The local radius near the poles was 
smaller than for the corresponding case without particles shown in Figure 3.3. 
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To further investigate the influence of particles on the drop deformation, a clean 
drop (without particles) of the same approximate radius was considered which was 
subjected to the same electric field intensity (see Figure 3.3a). 
(d) 
Figure 3.3 Deformation of a water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between the 
electrodes was 6.5 mm. 
(a) The voltage applied was zero and D = O. The drop diameter was 954.0 )lm. 
(b) t = 5 s. Shortly after an AC voltage of 3600 volt at 100 Hz was applied, the drop 
became elongated with the deformation parameter D = 0.150. 
(c) t = 120 s. The voltage applied was 3600 volt at 100 Hz and D = 0.150, which was the 
same as in (b). This indicates that the drop deformation did not change after 5 seconds. 
(d) For another case, when a voltage of 4700 volt at 100 Hz was applied the drop formed 
pointed ends (Taylor cones) and the fluid was ejected from the tips of the conical ends. 
The deformation parameter in Figure 3.3b at t = 5 s was D = 0.150 which did not 
change afterwards; its value is the same in figure 3.3c at t = 120 s. This, however, was not 
the case for the drop containing particles described in Figure 3.2 which continued to 
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deform while the particles migrated to its poles. Also notice that the steady state value of
the deformation parameter for the drop containing particles was 0.207 which is larger
than the value of D = 0.150 corresponding to a clean drop. Therefore, the presence of
particles in this case caused an increase of the drop deformation.
The fact that the drop deformation continued to increase while the particles
migrated to the poles suggests that the presence of particles near the poles results in an
additional electric force acting on the drop which, for the above case, is in the direction of
the outward pointing normal to the drop's surface. This additional force causes an
increase in the drop deformation. Moreover, some of the particles protruded out of the
drop's surface when the electric field was present (see Figure 3.2c), which we postulate is
due to an electric force that acts to pull them out of the drop.
Figure 3.3d shows that when the applied voltage was increased to 4700 V the
drop developed conical ends, referred to as Taylor cones, and subsequently a fraction of
the fluid inside the drop was ejected out of the conical ends. Notice that after the drop had
lost fluid, its final volume was smaller.
In these experiments, the electric field intensity at which tip-streaming occurred
increased with decreasing drop size. In addition, as Figure 3.4 shows, the intensity at
which tip-streaming occurred varied so that the electric Weber number remained
approximately constant. The critical Weber number Wecrit, for these experiments was
approximately 0.085. This dependence on the electric field intensity at which a drop tip-
streams on the drop radius is in agreement with past experimental and theoretical studies.
Also notice that there was a slight decrease in We„, as the drop size increased. This may
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be a result of the fact that the larger sized drop deforms more under gravity, and as a
result, the electric field necessary to cause tip-streaming is smaller.
Figure 3.4 The electric Weber number at which tip-streaming occurred for a water drop
immersed in corn oil is plotted as a function the drop diameter. The critical Weber
number based on this data is approximately 0.085. The frequency was 100 Hz. The
distance between the electrodes was 6.05 mm.
For the case described above, the drop was immersed in a liquid whose dielectric
constant was smaller than that of the drop itself. Next the case of a silicon drop immersed
in castor oil for which the dielectric constant of the liquid is larger than that of the drop is
considered. In this case, the maximal and minimal values of the electric field are located
at the equator and the poles, respectively. The drop diameter was 944.8 !AM and it
contained polystyrene particles on its surface (see Figure 3.5a). The drop settled to the
bottom of the device as its density was greater than that of castor oil. The density of
polystyrene spheres being 1.05, the latter sedimented to the bottom surface of the drop, as
shown in Figure 3.5a.
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.5 Deformation of a silicone oil drop immersed in castor oil. The distance 
between the electrodes was 6.5 mm. 
(a) The voltage applied was zero. The drop contained polystyrene particles and its 
diameter was 944.8 /-lm. 
(b) After an AC voltage of 5000 volt at 100 Hz was applied, the drop became elongated 
with the steady state value of the deformation parameter D = 0.106. Notice that particles 
formed chains and moved together towards the right pole because of particle-particle 
interactions. 
(c) Deformation of a clean drop (without particles) for 5000 volts at 100 Hz. The 
diameter of the initial (undeformed) drop was 900.8 /-lm. The steady state value of the 
deformation was D = 0.128. 
After an A.C. electric field with a frequency of 100 Hz was switched on, all 
particles migrated under the action of the DEP force to the poles where the electric field 
intensity is minimal (see Figure 3.5b). Polystyrene particles experienced negative 
dielectrophoresis because their dielectric constant is smaller than that of the ambient 
liquid. The steady state value of the drop deformation parameter was 0.106 which was 
attained after all the particles reached the poles. The corresponding deformation for the 
case without particles was 0.128. Therefore, in this case, the presence of particles caused 
a decrease in the drop deformation. Recall that for the case in which the drop's dielectric 
constant is larger than that of the ambient fluid the presence of particles experiencing 
positive dielectrophoresis near the poles caused an increase in the drop deformation (see 
Figure 3.2). The drop deformation in Figure 3.5 did not significantly change while 
particles migrated to the poles. This is different from the case described in Figure 3.2 in 
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the sense that the drop deformation changed while particles migrated to the poles. Also
note that for the experiments the change in the drop deformation due to the presence of
particles was insignificant when they concentrated near the equator on the drop's surface.
3.1.2 Dependence of the DEP Force on the Particle Radius
From Equation 3.1, the DEP force that acts on a particle varies as R ³ . Therefore, since the
only two forces acting on a particle are the DEP force and the buoyant weight which also
varies as R³ , the electric field intensity needed to manipulate the particle should be
independent of its radius. To validate this result, the electric field intensity needed to
move a glass particle from the bottom of a water drop to one of its poles is measured. The
drop was immersed in corn oil. Three different glass spheres with the diameters of 45, 64
and 106 µM were considered. The density of glass spheres was 2.6 g/cm ³ . The drop
diameter was held approximately constant around 500 pm. All other parameters were
held fixed in this study.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6 Manipulation of a glass sphere of diameter 45 µm on the surface of a water
drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between the electrodes mounted on the left and
right side walls was 6.05 mm. The drop diameter was 496.6 µM.
(a) The glass sphere sedimented to the bottom of the drop as it was heavier than both
water and corn oil. The applied voltage was zero.
(b) The glass sphere moved to the left pole when the voltage applied at 100 Hz was
slowly increased to 2450 V. For a smaller voltage the particle remained near the bottom
surface of the drop.
Figure 3.6 shows the case where a single glass sphere with the diameter of 45 µm
was placed in a water drop of diameter 496.6 µm. The drop sedimented to the bottom
surface of the device, and the glass sphere sedimented to the bottom of the drop since its
density was larger than that of water and corn oil. The voltage applied to the drop was
increased slowly to determine the minimal needed to move the glass sphere. Figure 3.6b
shows that when the applied voltage reached 2450 V, the glass sphere moved to the
drop,s left pole. The glass sphere was expected to move to one of the poles since it
undergoes positive dielectrophoresis and the drop,s dielectric constant was greater than
that of the ambient liquid. The above experiment was repeated for two other glass spheres
of larger diameters. The voltage required for moving the glass sphere of diameter 64 µm
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was 2590 V, and for the sphere of diameter 105 pm was 2530 V. The drop diameter for
the former case was 500.0 pm and for the latter was 498.3 tun. These results show that
the electric field intensity needed to manipulate a particle is indeed approximately
independent of the particle radius. From this one may conclude that the dependence of
the DEP force and the buoyant weight on the particle radius is the same. Therefore, since
the buoyant weight varies as R ³ , the DEP force also varies as R ³ . This is an important
result because it implies that the same electric field intensity can be used to manipulate
both smaller and larger sized particles adsorbed on the surface of a drop. However, as
discussed in the beginning of the chapter, submicron and nano sized particles can be
manipulated only when the work done by the DEP force on a particle WDEP , which
varies as R ³ , is greater than kT. For such small particles the DEP force must be large
enough to overcome the Brownian motion and the requirement that the DEP force must
overcome the buoyant weight is less restrictive.
3.1.3 Dependence of the DEP Force on the Drop Radius
According to Equation 2.8, the DEP force acting on a particle is inversely proportional to
the drop radius. To verify the validity of this expression, experiments were conducted in
which the electric field intensity needed to move a given extendosphere from the drop's
equator to its pole was measured as a function of the drop radius. To ensure that the
particle,s properties did not change, the same extendosphere was used throughout the
experiment while the diameter of the water drop was varied between 390 pm and 700 pm
by injecting or removing water from the drop. The drop was immersed in corn oil. For the
results presented in Figure 3.7 the radius of the extendosphere was 130 µm. While the
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study was repeated for several extendospheres of slightly different diameters, the results
obtained are not shown here as they were similar.
Figure 3.7 shows that the electric field intensity ( E0 ) needed to move an
extendosphere from the drop's equator to its pole varied with the drop diameter d so that
E0 5 	E²
	  (or equivalently  E0² ) was approximately constant. Since these results were obtained
d ° 
for a fixed particle and only the drop diameter was varied, all other parameters, including
the particle's buoyant weight, remained constant.
Figure 3.7 The electric field intensity (E0) needed to move a fixed extendosphere from
the drop,s equator to a pole divided by the square root of the drop diameter (d) is plotted
as a function of the drop diameter. The frequency of the ac field was 100 Hz. The drop
diameter of the extendosphere was 130 pm. The drop was immersed in corn oil. The
figure shows that when the drop diameter was varied between 0.39 and 0.7 mm, E°
d ° 5
remained approximately constant.
As noted earlier, to move a particle from the drop's equator to its pole, the DEP
force must overcome the buoyant weight of the particle, which remained constant.
Experimental results therefore are in agreement with Equation 2.8 which states that the
DEP force acting on a particle behaves as Eo and varies inversely with the drop radius,
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and thus the square of the electric field intensity needed to move a particle increases
linearly with increasing drop diameter. The inverse dependence of the DEP force on the
drop diameter is an important result which essentially shows that the electric field non
uniformity on the drop's surface, and thus the DEP force, is greater when the drop size is
smaller. Consequently, for example, particles distributed on the surface of micron sized
droplets can be manipulated by applying a smaller electric field intensity than that needed
for millimeter sized droplets.
3.1.4 Removal of Particles from the Surface of a Drop
Next the removal (from the drop) of particles concentrated either near the poles or the
equator of a drop will be discussed. This was achieved by increasing the electric field
strength to another critical value so that the electric Weber number was larger than the
critical value We„, . The approach, obviously, is likely to work only if the drop tip-
streams or breaks when a sufficiently strong electric field is applied. In addition, as
discussed in section 3.1.2, the drop radius must be smaller than the critical radius given
by Equation 2.8, because otherwise the drop breakup or tip-streaming would occur for
smaller electric field intensity than that required for concentrating particles. The latter
concentration is an essential first step in the technique without which the removal of all
of the particles from the drop's surface would not be possible.
3.1.4.1 Removal of Particles Concentrated at the Poles
Figure 10 describes the case of a water drop suspended in decane which contained
extendospheres on its surface. The electrodes were mounted in the left and right side
walls. Figure 10a displays the initial distribution of particles at the drop surface. The
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
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dielectric constant of the drop being larger than that of the ambient fluid, which was also
the case in Figure 3.2, the electric field was maximal at the poles.
Figure 3.8 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in decane. The
distance between electrodes was 6.5 mm.
(a) The drop diameter was 932.6 I.1,111. The initial distribution of extendospheres on the
drop,s top surface. The voltage applied was zero.
(b) The voltage applied was 3000 volt at 1 kHz. Particles moved towards the two poles.
(c) The voltage applied was 3500 volt at 1 kHz. All of the particles accumulated at the
two poles and formed particle chains. Notice that the radius of curvature near the poles
was smaller.
(d) Shortly after the voltage of 3800 volt at 1 kHz was applied, the drop shape near the
poles became conical, and all of the particles had already ejected from the drop via tip-
streaming.
(e) After the electric field was switched off, the drop assumed a spherical shape. The drop
was clean and its diameter was 832.711M.
For extendospheres β' >0, and so as expected the spheres experienced positive
dielectrophoresis. After the electric field was switched on, the drop elongated in the field
direction and particles started to move towards the poles (see Figures 3.8b, c). Figure
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3.8c, corresponding to the case of a larger voltage, shows that particles had already
aggregated near the poles and that the drop was considerably more deformed than in
Figure 3.8b.
The radius of curvature at the poles decreased with increasing voltage and
ultimately led to the formation of Taylor cones at the two ends of the drop when a voltage
of 3800 volts was applied (see Figure 3.8d). The drop,s liquid was then ejected out of the
conical ends, and along with the liquid all the particles aggregated near the poles were
also ejected by means of a tip-streaming mechanism. In this case, since all the particles
were already concentrated near the poles before tip-streaming occurred, they were all
ejected and the final drop was free of particles. The particles ejected from the drop then
rose individually to the top surface of decane as they were lighter than the ambient liquid,
thus separating themselves from the liquid. Also it is observed that after the particles
were ejected there were small droplets present which were formed because the drop lost
not only the particles but also some of the liquid. The final drop size in Figure 3.8e,
which was taken after the electric field had been switched off, was therefore smaller than
the drop initial size (Figure 3.8a). The above method offers a systematic way for
removing particles from the surface of drops in a contactless fashion.
It is noteworthy that the development of conical ends for a clean drop (without
particles) occurred at a voltage of 4700 V, which was smaller than the voltage in Figure
3.8a for the case with particles. Therefore, when particles experiencing positive
dielectrophoresis accumulated at the poles, not only was the drop deformation enhanced,
as described in the previous subsection, but also there was a decrease in the minimal
voltage at which the drop tip-streamed.
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It was noted in Figure 3.4 that the electric field intensity at which the drops started
to tip-stream decreased with increasing drop radius so that the electric Weber number
(corresponding to tip-streaming) was approximately constant. Furthermore, it is found
that applying a voltage that was sufficiently large to cause tip-streaming right away did
not provide an effective method for removing particles from the surface of the drop. This
is due to the fact that in this case particles did not have sufficient time to move to the
poles and as a result the fluid inside the drop alone was ejected during tip-streaming. For
the method to work properly, the voltage needs to be increased in two steps. In the first
step, the drop must be subjected to a sufficiently large voltage for a certain period of time
during which all the particles accumulate near the poles without causing tip-streaming.
Only then a higher voltage, that causes the accumulated particles to tip-stream, should be
applied to remove the latter from the drop.
3.1.4.2 Removal of Particles Concentrated near the Equator
In order to address the removal of particles concentrated near the equator, we used a
device whose electrodes were separated by a smaller distance. Specifically, experiments
showed that when the distance between the electrodes was about three times the drop
diameter or smaller the drop bridged the gap between the electrodes when a sufficiently
high voltage was applied and subsequently broke-up into two or three major droplets.
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Figure 3.9 Removal of polystyrene spheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The
distance between the electrodes was 2.65 mm.
(a) The drop diameter was 932.6 pm. Polystyrene spheres sedimented to the bottom of
the drop as they were heavier than water. The applied voltage was zero.
(b) The applied voltage was 1400 volts at 1 kHz. Particles moved towards the equator and
collected in a ring shaped region around the equator; D = 0.15.
(c) The applied voltage was 1800 volts at 1 kHz. Particles continued to moved towards
the equator while the drop quickly stretched with time (the sequence is shown in five
photographs), and broke into three main droplets. The droplet in the middle contained all
of the particles, and the larger sized droplets on the left and right sides were particle free.
Notice that there were some particles outside the drop which remained outside throughout
the experiment and that some particles were expunged from the surface of the drop
because the number of particle became larger than that could be accommodated on the
surface of the middle droplet.
On the other hand, as discussed in the previous subsection, when the distance was
about more than five times larger than the drop diameter only tip-streaming occurred
when the applied voltage was above a critical value. In a smaller device, there is an
increase in the electric field intensity in the gap between the electrodes and the drop,s
surface, and this increases the stretching electrostatic force experienced by the drop,
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causing it to bridge the gap between the electrodes and subsequently break in the middle
due to the capillary instability. Experiments described below shows that when particles
were located approximately in the middle of the drop, after the drop broke they were
contained within a smaller droplet in between the two larger sized droplets. Furthermore,
the voltage needed for deforming and breaking the drop was smaller not only because the
distance between the electrodes was smaller (and so for the same voltage applied the
electric field was stronger), but also because of the enhancement of the electric field
intensity in the gap between the drop and the electrodes which in turn enhances the
extensional electrostatic force acting on the drop.
First the case of a water drop, carrying polystyrene particles, immersed in corn oil
is studied. Since the density of polystyrene particles is 1.05 which is larger than that of
the liquids involved, particles settled to the bottom surface of the drop (Figure 3.9a).
When a voltage of 1400 volts was applied, the drop elongated and particles began to
collect near the equator at the bottom surface of the drop (Figure 3.9b). This shows that
particles experienced negative dielectrophoresis as well as a buoyancy force which was
non-negligible. For a voltage of 1800 volts, the drop deformation was even larger and
particles collected in a ring shaped region near the equator. The drop continued to stretch
until it bridged the gap and assumed a dumbbell like shape. The distance between the
electrodes was about three times the drop diameter. The filament in between the two ends
of the dumbbell continued to thin with time and eventually the capillary instability caused
it to break near the middle. The breakup near the middle occurred quickly after the
filament diameter became smaller than the thickness of the region occupied by the
particles. The size of the middle droplet, as discussed below, was found to increase with
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increasing concentration of particles. The middle droplet was formed because not all of
the fluid and none of the particles contained in the filament were transferred to the two
main droplets. The last photograph in Figure 3.9c shows that the drop has broken into
three major droplets and a few additional smaller droplets. All of the particles were
contained in the smaller central droplet or were around it, and the two larger droplets on
the sides were clean. Notice that the particle concentration in the middle droplet is rather
large as most of the liquid was transferred to the two larger drops and this caused some of
the particles to be expunged from the drop's surface into the outside ambient fluid.
Figure 3.10 describes a similar process for a water drop suspended in corn oil,
with extendospheres on its surface. Extendospheres rose to the top surface of the drop as
their density was smaller than that of the drop and ambient liquids. For an A.C. voltage of
2000 volts at 1 kHz particles remained near the top of the drop, implying that either
particles experienced negative dielectrophoresis or the DEP force was not large enough to
overcome the buoyancy force. Recall that at the frequency of 100 Hz extendospheres
undergo positive dielectrophoresis for the same two fluids. The drop deformation then
increased quickly which was followed by its breakup into three major droplets. As was
the case in Figure 3.9, the droplet in the middle contained all of the particles, leaving the
other two droplets particle-free.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3.10 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The 
distance between the electrodes was 2.65 mm. 
(a) The drop diameter was 796.0 J..Lm. Extendospheres were trapped on the drop's top 
surface. The voltage applied was zero. 
(b) The voltage applied was 2000 volt at 1 kHz. Particles remained at the equator while 
the drop stretched and broke into three main droplets (the sequence is shown in 3 
photographs). The droplet in the middle contained all of the particles, and the droplets on 
the left and right sides were particle free. Notice that at t=0.2s the distribution of particles 
was slightly to the left and as a result the middle droplet with the particles was also 
slightly to the left. 
For the cases described in this subsection the drops elongated to bridge the gap 
between the electrodes and eventually broke in the middle due the capillary instability. 
The drops were able to bridge the gap because the distance between the electrodes was 
only approximately three times larger than the drop diameter. In fact, experiments 
showed that for a device with a given distance between the electrodes there was a critical 
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drop diameter for which the drop bridged the gap between the electrodes. The drops
smaller than this size underwent tip streaming, whereas the larger sized drops bridged the
gap and broke up in the middle.
Figure 3.11 The diameter d of the smallest water drop that bridged the gap between the
electrodes is plotted as a function of the distance L between the electrodes. Tip-streaming
occurred for the drops that were of the smaller diameter. The drops were immersed in
corn oil. The frequency was 1 kHz. The best linear fit is also shown.
In Figure 3.11 the diameter of the smallest drop that bridged the gap as a function
of the distance L between the electrodes is plotted, i.e., the drops for which the diameter
was smaller only tip-streamed. Notice that the drops bridged the gap when their diameter
was about one third of the distance between the electrodes. This is an expected result due
to the fact that there are two relevant length scales in the problem, the drop diameter and
the distance between the electrodes. The actual ratio of the drop diameter and the distance
between the electrodes at which the drop bridges the gap, however, depends on the
physical properties of the ambient and drop fluids involved.
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(a)t=Os t=10.S333 s t=10.6667 s t=l1.S s 
(b) t=O s t=16.6 s t=16.8667 s t=17.1667 s 
Figure 3.12 Removal of extendospheres from a water drop immersed in corn oil. The 
distance between electrodes was 2.65 mm. The voltage applied was 2000 volt at 1 kHz. 
(a) A clean drop with a diameter of 828.1 Ilm shown at t = 0, 10.533, 10.6667 and 11.5 s. 
The drop stretched and broke into two main drops, although three additional small 
droplets were also generated in the middle. 
(b) A drop carrying particles with a diameter of 844.2 Ilm shown at t = 0, 16.6, 16.8667 
and 17.1667 s. Particles remained at the equator while the drop stretched and broke, 
leaving particles in a small droplet in the middle. The particle concentration was smaller 
than in figure 12, and so was the size of the central drop carrying the particles in the final 
stage. 
To understand the mechanism by which the breakup takes place and why the 
middle droplets containing particles are formed, similar experiments for the drops that 
were clean (without particles) was plotted. Figure 3.l2a shows the breakup of a clean 
water drop immersed in corn oil. 
The drop stretched in the direction of the electric field and continued to stretch 
until its ends touched the side walls. Notice that at this point, the drop assumed a 
dumbbell like shape, with an elongated cylindrical filament in the middle and two 
spherical ends of larger diameters (see the third photograph of Figure 3.12a). The 
diameter of the filament continued to decrease with the fluid moving out into the two 
spherical ends. When most of the fluid was pulled into the two ends and the diameter of 
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the filament became sufficiently small it broke due to the capillary instability resulting in
the formation of a line of small droplets in the middle. The size of the central droplets
was smaller than in Figure 3.10 for the case where the drop contained particles.
To further investigate the influence of particles on the formation of the middle
droplet, the particle concentration in the drop was reduced, as shown in Figure 3.12b. As
in Figure 3.10, particles remained at the equator while the drop stretched. In addition, the
filament was similar to that in Figure 3.12a, except that it contained particles. The
presence of particles, however, resulted in the formation of a larger sized droplet in the
middle which contained all of the particles (see Figures 3.12b). The size of this middle
droplet adjusted to the volume of particles in the drop. For example, in Figure 3.12b, the
size of the middle droplet was smaller than in Figure 3.10, as the volume of particles in
the former case was smaller.
3.1.5 Separation of Two Types of Particles and Formation of Janus Drops
The case in which a water drop contained two types of particles with different dielectric
properties is finally considered. The drop immersed in corn oil contained hollow
extendospheres and glass particles as seen from Figure 3.13. The goal here was to show
that we could separate two different types of particles trapped at the surface of a drop.
This was achieved by controlling the electric field intensity and frequency so that
extendospheres which undergo positive dielectrophoresis moved to the poles while glass
particles which undergo negative dielectrophoresis remained near the equator. Once this
arrangement of particles was reached the electric field intensity is further increased and
hence were able to remove one type of particles (extendospheres) from the drop, leaving
the other type (glass particles) on the drop's surface.
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(b) 1500 volts 1600 volts 1700 volts 
(c) t=O t=0.033 s t=19 s 
Figure 3.13 Removal and separation of extendospheres and hollow glass spheres from a 
water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between electrodes was 2.65 mm. 
(a) The electric field induced merging of three drops is shown at t = 0, 17 and 34 s. The 
middle drop carried glass particles, and the left and right drops carried extendospheres. 
The drops merged when a voltage of 600 volts at 100 Hz was applied. The electric field 
was then switched off and at t = 34s particles stopped moving. The diameter of the 
combined drop was 622.1 /lm. 
(b) The steady drop shapes are shown for increasing voltages at 100 Hz. The voltage was 
increased from 1500 to 1700 volts. The extendospheres (larger sized particles) moved to 
the poles while the glass particles remained at the equator. 
( c) The voltage applied was 1825 volts at 100 Hz. The drop is shown at t = 0, 0.033 and 
19 s. The extendospheres were ejected out by tip-streaming, and glass particles remained 
in the drop. The last figure shows small droplets on the left and right sides that carried 
extendospheres. The main drop carried only glass particles and its diameter was 573.6 
/lm, which was smaller than in (b). Also notice that the size of the drop was smaller than 
in figures 12 and 14, and therefore it did not break in the middle as in figures 12 and 14. 
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In Figure 3.13a, the drop containing glass and extendospheres was formed using
three smaller drops as shown. While the middle drop carried glass particles, the two drops
on the sides carried extendospheres. The three drops were merged to form a larger drop
by applying a voltage of 600 V [74]. After the drops merged, we switched the electric
field off and allowed the distribution of particles on the drop surface to reach a steady
state. Then a voltage of 1500 V at the frequency of 100 Hz was applied to the device.
Figure 15b shows that as the applied voltage was increased to 1600 and then to 1700 V
the drop deformation increased. Also, notice that glass particles (which either underwent
negative dielectrophoresis or experienced a small DEP force compared to their buoyant
weight) remained at the center of the drop whereas extendospheres (which underwent
positive dielectrophoresis) began to move towards the poles. After all extendospheres
reached the poles, a voltage of 1825 volts was applied. The drop elongated further and
the extendospheres accumulated at the poles were ejected from the drop by tip-streaming
(see Figure 15c). The electric field was then switched off The last figure in the sequence
shows the drop containing only glass particles while all extendospheres have been
removed.
The separation of particles on the surface of a drop, however, requires that the two
types of particles do not physically block each other. Figure 3.14 demonstrated that when
glass particles and extendospheres were in a mixed state, the former blocked the latter
from moving towards the poles. This resulted in the formation of two groups of particles
near the top of the drop. The group on the left in Figure 3.14c contained only glass
particles while the group on the right contained a mixture of glass particles and
extendospheres.
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(c) t=5 5 (d) t=6 5 
Figure 3.14 Removal and separation of extendospheres and hollow glass spheres from a 
water drop immersed in corn oil. The distance between the electrodes was 2.65 mm. 
(a) At t=O, glass particles and extendospheres were located at the top surface of the drop. 
The applied voltage was zero. 
(b) The applied voltage was 1200 volts at 100 Hz. The drop elongated in the direction of 
the electric field . Glass particles (which undergo negative dielectrophoresis) stayed near 
the equator and extendospheres (which undergo positive dielectrophoresis) had a 
tendency to move towards the poles, but were physically blocked by the glass particles 
around them. 
(c) The applied voltage was 1800 volts at 100 Hz. The drop elongation increased and 
particles near the top surface separated into two groups, with one group near the equator 
containing only glass particles and the other one containing a mixture of extendospheres 
and glass particles and moving slightly towards the right pole. 
(d) The drop broke, and particles were contained in the two smaller droplets in the 
middle, one containing only glass particles and the other one a mixture of glass and 
extendospheres. The two larger sized droplets were free of particles. The applied voltage 
was zero. 
Under an applied voltage of 1800 volts, the drop broke into four major droplets 
(Figure 3.14d). One of the two droplets in the middle carried glass particles (left droplet) 
and the other one a mixture of the two types of particles (right droplet), while the two 
larger drops on the sides were left free of particles. Notice that before the drop bridged 
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the gap between the electrodes, glass particles were near the equator, but the cluster 
containing both extendospheres and glass particles was slightly to the right of the equator. 
This also shows that if particles are not concentrated within a single cluster near the 
equator of the drop then after the drop break-up they are not contained in a single droplet. 
Furthermore, their position away the equator before the drop bridges the gap between the 
electrodes determines the position of the droplet in which they are captured. 
o volts 3000 volts 
Regions with high concentration of 
extendospheres 
Figure 3.15 Experiments showing that when the electric field was applied glass particles 
(smaller sized particles, a ~ 10 /lm) trapped on a water drop moved to the region near the 
equator and most extendospheres (larger sized particles, a ~ 55 /lm) migrated to the 
region near the poles. Some extendospheres remained trapped at the equator because they 
were physically blocked. The drop diameter was 624 /lm and it was immersed in corn oil. 
Figure 3.15 shows the case in which glass particles and extendospheres were 
initially in a mixed state on the surface of a drop, but when the electric field was applied 
the glass particles remained at the equator while extendospheres moved to the poles. 
Some extendospheres, however, were physically blocked by the tightly packed glass 
particles and as a result did not separate. Recall here that both glass and extendospheres 
remain trapped on the drop's surface, and thus it is rather difficult for a trapped particle to 
escape since their motion is restricted to the two-dimensional surface of the drop. After 
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the electric field was removed this distribution remained unchanged resulting in the
formation of a drop for which some areas were covered by glass particles alone and some
by extendospheres alone, and the remaining surface remained uncovered. This
demonstrates that the method can be used to create other distributions of particles on the
surface of drops, and the fraction of area covered by a given type of particles can be
varied by changing the concentration of those particles. The technique thus offers a way
to create composite (Janus) particles with tailored surface structure and composition by
freezing these distributions.
CHAPTER 4
PARTICLE-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS ON THE SURFACE OF A DROP
The main objective of this chapter is to use an externally applied uniform electric field to
manipulate the distribution of particles on the surface of a drop and to study the dipole-
dipole interactions between the particles. Hence a drop that carries particles on its surface
and is immersed in another fluid with which it is immiscible is being considered.
4.1 Distribution of particles near the poles
To study the dipole-dipole interactions between particles collected at the poles, first a
silicon drop of diameter 1521 tun suspended in corn oil is worked on. Hollow glass
spheres with the diameter between 8-16 µm were suspended in the drop. The density of
the silicon drop is greater than that of corn oil, and so it sedimented to the bottom of the
device along with the suspended particles. However, since the density of hollow glass
spheres is ~0.6 g/cm ³ , they rose to the top surface of the silicon drop where they were
trapped (see Figure 4.1a). In addition, since the bottom surface had a greater affinity to
corn oil, the silicon drop did not wet the bottom surface.
The experiments were conducted in the device with the electrodes mounted at the
top and bottom surfaces as explained in Chapter 2. The dielectric constant of the drop
being greater than that of the ambient liquid, the maximum value of the electric field
occurs at the poles of the drop, which are located on the top and bottom surfaces of the
drop. After an A.C. electric field with a frequency of 1 kHz is switched on, the DEP force
causes particles to move towards the poles as shown in Figure 4.1a.
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(a) 5000 V (b) 3000 V 
(c) 1000 V (d) OV 
Figure 4.1 A magnified view showing the distribution of hollow glass particles near the 
pole of a silicon drop immersed in corn oil. The drop carries hollow glass particles which 
rise to its top surface due to the fact they are lighter than both liquids. The electrodes are 
in the top and bottom surfaces of the device. The diameter of the undeforrned drop was 
1521 f.!m. 
(a) The applied voltage is 5000 V. Hollow glass particles rise to the top surface of the 
drop where they are captured. They remain separated from each other because of the 
dipole-dipole forces which are repulsive 
(b) The applied voltage is 3000 V. The distance between the particles accumulated at the 
poles is smaller than in (a). 
( c) The applied voltage is 1000 V. The distance between the particles is still smaller. 
(d) The applied voltage is 0 V. Particles at the poles are in contact with each other since 
the repulsive dipole-dipole force is not present. 
As noted earlier, a particle on the surface of the drop is subjected to a nonuniform 
electric field and thus to the phenomenon of dielectrophoresis. In this case a voltage of 
5000 V was applied before all particles rose to the top surface of the drop. Notice that 
particles collected close the top pole without touching each other. Also note that in the 
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present case since particles collect at the poles, and hence can be concluded that particles
undergo positive dielectrophoresis.
In Figures 4.1b-d the applied voltage is slowly reduced to 0 V. Notice that the
distance between the particles decreases with decreasing voltage. This shows that the
dipole-dipole repulsive forces between the particles which keep particles from touching
decrease when the applied voltage is decreased. The electric forces between the particles
are repulsive because the electric field near the poles is predominantly is in the normal
direction to the drop's surface, and therefore the line joining the particles centers is
approximately perpendicular to the electric field. For the last figure in the sequence the
applied voltage is zero and, as expected, all particles collect at the top surface of the drop.
4.2 Distribution of particles near the equator
Next, consider the case in which particles collect near the equator to study the nature of
dipole-dipole interaction between particles in this region. These experiments were
conducted in the device with the electrodes mounted at the side walls. A silicon drop of
diameter 1624 µm was suspended in castor oil. Polymer spheres of density 1.05 g/cm ³
and the diameter around 70 were suspended inside the drop.
The density of the silicon drop is greater than that of castor oil, and so it
sedimented to the bottom of the device. The density of polymer spheres, on the other
hand, being ~1.05 g/cm ³ , they rose to the top surface of the silicon drop where they were
trapped (see Figure 4.2a). Also, the bottom surface of the device had a greater affinity to
corn oil, and so the silicon drop did not wet the bottom surface.
(a) 0 V (b) 5000V
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(c)	 (d)
Figure 4.2 The distribution of polymer spheres on the surface of a silicon drop immersed
in castor oil is shown. The drop carries polymer spheres which rise to its top surface due
to the fact they are lighter than the drop. The electrodes are in the left and right surfaces
of the device. The diameter of the undeformed drop is 1624 µm and the applied voltage is
5000 V.
(a) Polymer particles rise inside the drop to its top surface of where they are captured by
the interfacial forces.
(b) After the electric field is switched on, particles form chains in the direction parallel to
the electric field.
(c) The chains move towards the equator and merge.
(d) Particles and chains remain at the equator, but fall downward along the interface as
the density of castor oil is smaller than that of polymer particles.
The dielectric constant of castor oil is smaller than that of the silicon drop, and
therefore the electric field is maximal at the poles which are locates at the left and right
sides of the drop. The dielectric constant of polymer spheres is smaller than that of castor
oil as well as the silicon drop. After an ac electric field with a frequency of 1 kHz is
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switched on, the DEP force causes particles to move towards the equator, as shown in
Figure 4.2a, indicating that they undergo negative dielectrophoresis. A voltage of 4000 V
was applied. Particles collected near the equator and formed horizontal chains. Initially,
the chains are at a small distance from each other, but they merge with increasing time to
form thicker chains. Also, after reaching the upper surface of the drop they slowly fall
downwards as the particle density is smaller than that of the suspending liquid.
The electric field near the equator is predominantly in the tangential direction to
the drop surface. Therefore, the fact that the particle chains are horizontal shows that
there are dipole-dipole forces between the particles which cause them to align parallel to
the local electric field direction.
CHAPTER 5
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMICS OF YEAST CELLS SUBJECTED TO
TRAVELING ELECTRIC FIELDS
While traveling wave dielectrophoresis (twDEP) offers a promising method for the
control of micro-sized particles suspended in liquids, particularly when the motion of
particles along the length of the channel is sought without having to pump the liquid
itself, it leads to a variety of complex dynamical regimes which need to be clearly
understood for the design of efficient microfluidic devices targeting particular functions.
Here, the various dynamical regimes in terms of the forces acting on the particles, are
studied i.e., the conventional dielectrophoretic and traveling wave dielectrophoresis force
and torque, the viscous drag exerted by the fluid on the particle, and the electrostatic and
hydrodynamic particle-particle interactions. Also the variation of the dynamical regimes
in three different configurations typical of microfluidic channels whose electrodes are
embedded in the bottom wall is considered in this work. The first two configurations
have different, i.e. aligned and staggered, electrode geometries, and the third
configuration consists of aligned electrodes but energized at different potentials. For
these purposes, the direct numerical simulation code based on the distributed Lagrange
multiplier method for solving the equations of motion for both the fluid and the
individual particles is considered, and the point dipole model to compute the electrostatic
forces. The model particles are chosen to have mechanical and electrical properties of
yeast cells suspended in an aqueous solution. It is found that the motion of the particles
not only depends significantly on the Clausius-Mossotti factor, which is a function of the
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electric properties of the fluid and the particles, but also on the specific configuration
considered. Particularly, the spinning of particles plays a crucial role on the particle
translations and interactions, but the direction of such spinning motion depends on the
particular device configuration used.
In this chapter, the motion of particles is investigated for geometries somewhat
similar to those described in the experimental work reported by Singh and Aubry in [85].
The electrode geometries studied in this paper are displayed in Figure 5.1. They consist
of two arrays of electrodes at the bottom, with each electrode activated at a voltage 90
degrees out of phase with that of the adjacent electrode, thus generating an electric field
with a spatially varying phase along the length of the channel (z direction). The voltage
phases of the electrodes on both sides of the bottom are indicated in Figure 5.1. Three
different configurations are considered, the aligned electrode configurations (i) and (ii) in
which the electrodes of the two arrays face each other, and the staggered electrode
configuration (iii). In configuration (i), two electrodes facing each other have the same
potential, while in configuration (ii) there is a π-shift between the two facing electrodes.
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the three electrode configurations used. (i) Aligned electrode
configuration I, (ii) Aligned electrode configurations II, (iii) Staggered electrode configuration.
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5.1 Electrostatic Forces
Consider the sinusoidal electric potential oscillating at frequency co, which, in the phasor
notation, which can be written as φ(x,t)=Re(φ(x)ejwt ), where j =	 , φ(x)=φ1 + ./(1) ² and
Re is the real part of a complex variable. The variables φ1, and 4² are the electric
potentials applied to two different electrodes with a m/2 phase difference with respect to
each other. The electric field is then deduced from the gradient of the potential as E.
- V4 = Re(E	 , where E(x) = 4(1) ¹ +1V4 ² ). The potentials are obtained from Laplace's
equation v 2 4, = 0, i =1,2 subjected to the boundary conditions adapted to the particular
geometry considered (Figure 5.1).
When the electric field is applied, a dielectric spherical particle suspended in a
dielectric liquid becomes polarized. As discussed before in Chapter 2, the polarization is
modeled by the point-dipole (PD) approximation, which was found to lead to results in
good quantitative agreement with computations based on the Maxwell stress tensor,
except if the electric field varied over a length scale comparable with the particle size.
Since this is not the case in the present work, the PD model is adopted and the induced
dipole moment of the particle is p 4πε0εca³  β(w) E(x) , where a is the particle radius, εc is
the permittivity of the fluid, so = 8.8542x10 - ¹2 F/m is the permittivity of free space,
E —E
	c. is the frequency dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor, and ε p* and e *, are the
ε p +2E,
complex permittivity of the particles and the liquid, with ε* = ε— 	 a being the0.)
conductivity and e the permittivity. Denoting the complex conjugate by (.)*, the time-
averaged dielectrophoretic force on an isolated particle is expressed as [85]
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(5.1)
Here, Im(.) denotes the imaginary part. The two terms in Equation 5.1 correspond
to the conventional dielectrophoretic force and the traveling wave dielectrophoretic
(twDEP) force, respectively.
In addition to being exposed to the bulk electric field, two polarized particles i
and j close to each other interact electrostatically, with the time-averaged interaction
force between them, within the framework of the PD model, being [90]
(5.2)
where denotes the dipole moment of particle i and r 1  is the unit vector in the direction
connecting the center of the ith particle to the center of the jth particle and r=| ni l.
Assuming that E i (x) = 
-
(φ1i +1V021 ) and E j (x) = + iv 02j ) are the electric fields at
the center of the ith and jth particles, the previous interaction force can be written as
(5.3)
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The net electrostatic interaction force FD,; acting on the ith particle is the sum of
the interaction forces with all other particles, i.e. Fa, =	 FD,ij , which makes the total
electrostatic force be FE,i =FDEP,i +F D,i • The particle also experiences the following
electrostatic torque
(5.4)
Notice that the particle-particle interactions could also have a non-negligible
effect on the torque acting on the particles, but this effect is ignored in the present work
as it was in previous works.
The previous particle-particle interaction force FD, based on the point-dipole
approximation, takes into account the modification of the electric field due to the
presence of other particles up to the dipole term, but neglects higher order (multipole)
terms [86]. The use of this approximation is appropriate when the distance between
particles is not much smaller than the particle radius, and not well suited for estimating
properties which depend on the behavior of aggregates, such as the viscosity of
concentrated suspensions in shear flows. Also ignored is the motion of the suspending
liquid due to the presence of the electric field which, under certain conditions, can be
quite strong and can drag particles along with it. For example, since most real liquids are
at least mildly conducting, the presence of high electric fields can cause significant Joule
heating, resulting in electrothermal motion [91].
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5.1.1 Governing Equations and Dimensionless Parameters
Consider N solid spherical homogeneous particles, each particle i having an interior
denoted by Pi(t), suspended in a Newtonian, incompressible fluid within a domain S2 of
boundary F. The dimensional governing equations for the fluid and the particles subjected
to the appropriate boundary and initial conditions, as well as the equations used for the
particle positions. Hereafter, u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, pt is the density of
the fluid, η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, U, and w t are the linear and angular
velocities of the i t h particle, and m, and I, are the mass and moment of inertia of the i th
particle, and pp, and m the same density and mass of the particles.
The equations governing the fluid and particles motion are nondimensionalized by
assuming that the characteristic length, velocity, time, stress, angular velocity and electric
field scales are a, U, a/U, ηU/a, U/a and E0, respectively. The gradient of the electric
field is assumed to scale as E0/L, where L is the distance between the electrodes which is
of the same order as the domain width. The nondimensional equations, after using the
same symbols for the dimensionless variables, take the expressions:
(5.5)
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(5.6)
(5.7)
which contain the following dimensionless parameters:
has a well-defined physical meaning; specifically Re, the Reynolds number, gives the
relative importance of the fluid inertia and viscous forces, P ¹ is the ratio of the viscous
and inertia forces, P2 is the ratio of the electrostatic particle-particle interaction and
inertia forces, P³ is the ratio of the dielectrophoretic and inertia forces, P5 is the ratio of
the traveling wave dielectrophoretic and inertia forces, and P6 is the ratio of the traveling
wave torque and rotational inertia. In addition, the solids fraction plays an important role.
In previous work done by Singh and Aubry, they have used the ratio Pi = P2 3L|β|²  for
P3 8a Re(β))
comparing the electrostatic particle-particle interaction with the dielectrophoretic force,
and have shown the crucial role played by this parameter in the phenomenon of particle
chaining both numerically [87] and experimentally [88]. In the case of nano-particles,
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the additional Brownian force needs to be not only added to the dynamics but also
compared with the other forces as in [89]. In this present work, this additional force will
be neglected as the particles considered are of larger size (about 6 µm).
5.1.2 Finite Element Method
Numerical method consists of a finite-element scheme which solves the fluid flow
equations in the fictitious domain including both the fluid and the solid particles, and
imposes rigid-body motion within the particle boundaries through a Distributed Lagrange
Multiplier (DLM) method. Details about the finite element model can be referred from
Chapter 2.
5.2 Electric Field
In this study, rigid particles that have the properties of viable yeast cells [33] are
considered, including a diameter and a density of 6.0 µM and 1.01 g/cm³ . Regarding the
electric properties of the cells, a two-shell model [4] was used, assuming that the
dielectric constants of the cell wall, membrane, cytoplasm and medium (aqueous
solution) are 10, 6, 50 and 78, the conductivities of the cell wall, membrane, cytoplasm
and medium are 50 mS/m, 0.25 µS/m, 0.5 S/m and 40 mS/m and the cell wall thickness is
0.22 µm 33]. The electrohydrodynamics of the system for the following frequencies is
considered (i) f = 3000 Hz, (ii) f = 1 MHz, (iii) f = 3 MHz and (iv) f = 5 MHz,
corresponding to effective Clausius-Mossotti factors equal to -0.473+0.00092 j, -
0.3687+0.264 j, -0.02+0.31 j and 0.1233+0.3357 j, respectively. Notice that since the
point dipole model is used to solve the electrical problem, only the effective Clausius-
Mossotti factor of the yeast particles is needed.
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For the first three frequencies, the real part of /3 is negative which implies that
particles will be repelled away from the electrodes (negative dielectrophoresis) and for
the last frequency the real part of /3 is positive, which means that particles will be
attracted to the electrodes (positive dielectrophoresis). In the case of the second
frequency, the real part of /3, however, is small and therefore the conventional
dielectrophoresis force will be small as well. In addition, for the last three frequencies
the imaginary part of p is non-negligible, indicating that the effects due to the traveling
wave dielectrophoretic force and torque will play a role in the dynamics.
Figure 5.1 shows the channel with the coordinate system used in the simulations.
The dimensions of the channel are 32 pm x 48 µm x 128 pm in the x, y, and z directions
and all lengths are nondimensionalized with respect to the average cross-sectional length
of 40 pm. The periodic boundary condition is imposed in the z-direction for the fluid
velocity, pressure, and electric field and the no-slip velocity boundary condition is
applied on all walls. Throughout this chapter, the dynamic fluid viscosity is η = 0.01
poise and the fluid density pL = 1.0 g/cm³ . The gravity is taken along the negative x-
direction. The domain is discretized by means of a regular pseudo P2-P 1 tetrahedral mesh
and the number of nodes used is 208,065.
In this study two different electrode geometries are used, which are sketched in
figure 5.1, to generate electric fields with spatially varying phases. For the aligned
electrode configuration, two electric potential boundary conditions are used to create
slightly different electric fields. The electric potential is considered to be periodic in the
z-direction, and the normal derivative of the electric potential is taken to be zero on the
boundary surfaces not covered by the electrodes. Features of the dimensionless electric
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field distributions for the three configurations of Figure 5.1 are depicted in Figures 5.2-
5.4. The distributions are qualitatively similar, but there are some important differences,
which, as we will discuss later, can result in quite different particle trajectories. The
magnitude 1E1 2 of the electric field in the x = 0.05 plane (near the bottom of the device) is
displayed in Figures 5.2a and 5.3a for the two electrode geometries (Figures 5.1 (i) and
(iii)). The electric field magnitudes, as expected, are maximal near the electrodes edges.
In the case of the staggered geometry, like the geometry itself, the electric field
distribution, as displayed in Figure 5.3a, is not symmetric about the domain mid plane.
Figure 5.2 Electric field distributions for the aligned configuration I. The electrodes are
shown as boxes. (a) Logarithm of 1E1 2 in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude is maximal
near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from these edges. (b)
Magnitude and direction of v(E² ), to which the dielectrophoretic force component is
proportional, shown in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude is maximal near the electrodes
edges and decays with increasing distance from the edges. It also decreases with height.
Arrows indicate the direction of the force for positive dielectrophoresis.
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In addition, there are four electric field minima in the gap between the two rows
of electrodes in all cases. The particles with negative Re(β) are expected to move to these
regions of electric field minima, and those with positive Re(β ) to the electrodes edges
(where the electric field maxima are located). The above minima and maxima become
less pronounced with increasing distance from the bottom plane containing the
electrodes. The direction of the conventional DEP force shown in Figures 5.2b and 5.3b
points away from the minima of |E|² and towards the electrodes edges for positive
dielectrophoresis. These figures also show that the domain contains four saddle-node
points.
The magnitude and direction of the term v x (v4 1 x v(1),) in the x = 0.05 and x =
0.25 planes for the two electrode geometries are shown in Figures 5.2c and 5.3c. The
twDEP force is proportional to this term, but points in the opposite direction due to the
negative sign in Equation 5.6. The magnitude of this term is maximal near the electrodes
edges and decreases with increasing distance from the electrodes. It is interesting to note
that for the aligned geometry, the force is in the z-direction in the x = 0.25 plane, but it
varies in direction in the x = 0.05 plane (close to the bottom surface). In the latter plane,
directly above the electrodes, it is in the negative z-direction, but in the central region of
the channel it points mostly in the positive direction. In the staggered geometry case,
directly above the electrodes (in the x = 0.05 plane), the force is in the negative z-
direction, and in the central region the direction is less well defined. Another significant
difference is that in the staggered case the direction of the twDEP force in the x = 0.25
plane directly above the gap between the rows of electrodes is not along the z-direction,
but at an angle. Therefore, the particles that levitate to this height are expected to move
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towards the right row of electrodes. The direction of the projection of the force onto the y
= 0.5 and y = 0.7 planes varies close to the electrodes, but away from the electrodes the
projection points approximately in the z-direction.
Figure 5.2 (c) Logarithm of the magnitude and direction of v x (vφ1 x φ2), to which the
traveling wave (twDEP) force is proportional, shown in the (i) x = 0.05 and (ii) x = 0.25
planes. The twDEP acts in the opposite direction of the arrows. Its magnitude is maximal
at the electrodes. The twDEP force directly above the electrode surface points in the
negative z-direction and in between the gap between the electrodes its direction varies.
Away from the bottom surface, the force points in the z-direction.
The magnitude and direction of the term φ1 x φ2, to which the traveling wave
torque is proportional, are displayed in Figures 5.2d and 5.3d. In the aligned electrode
geometry case shown in Figure 2d, the projection of vφ1, x v(1) 2 onto the yz-planes is
approximately along the y-direction, both near and away from the bottom plane.
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Figure 5.2 (d) Magnitude and direction of the term off, x v4) ² , to which the traveling
wave torque is proportional, in the (i) x = 0.05, (ii) y = 0.7 planes. The magnitude is
maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from the
electrodes. The projection onto the x = 0.05 plane is approximately along the y-direction.
The projection onto the y = 0.5 plane is approximately along the negative x-direction.
Due to the antisymmetry, the projection onto a plane on the other side of the xz- mid
plane is along the positive x-direction.
(3a) 	 (3b)
Figure 5.3 The electric field distributions for the staggered configuration. The electrodes
are shown as boxes. (a) Logarithm of E 2 in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude is
maximal near the electrodes edges and decays with increasing distance from these edges
close to the bottom plane. It also decreases with height. (b) Magnitude and direction of
the term v(E ² ) in the x = 0.05 plane. The magnitude is maximal near the electrodes
edges. Arrows indicate the direction of the force for positive dielectrophoresis.
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This is, however, not the case in Figure 5.3d which shows that in the central
region of the channel between staggered electrodes, the projection of φ1 x VC onto the
yz-plane makes an angle of approximately 45 ° with respect to the y-axis. This implies
that the spin resulting from this torque will be around a line also inclined at an angle of
45 ° with respect to the y-axis, and not along the y-direction, as is the case for the aligned
geometry. This change in the direction of spin, as we will discuss later, causes particles to
move away from the left row of electrodes and migrate toward the right row.
Figure 5.3 (c) Logarithm of the magnitude of V x (v(0, x φ2) is shown in the (i) x = 0.05
and (ii) x = 0.25 planes. The twDEP force acts in the opposite direction of the arrows.
The twDEP force directly above the electrode surfaces points approximately in the
negative z-direction and in between the gap between the electrodes varies in direction.
Away from the bottom surface, the force points mostly in the z-direction, but in the gap
between the two rows of electrodes the force has a component along the y-direction as
well. (d) φ1 x φ2 in the x = 0.05 plane. The projection onto the x = 0.05 is approximately
along the x-direction except in the central gap where it contains a component in the z-
direction.
4a 4b 4c
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The projection of φ1 X V(1)² onto the xz-plane is directed approximately along the
x-axis, and its magnitude over the electrodes is relatively smaller than that in the gap
between the two rows of electrodes. On the left side of the domain mid-plane it is
negative (as the arrows point in the negative x-direction) and on the right side it is
positive. This implies that when observed from the top, the particles on the left side of the
mid plane will rotate in the clockwise direction and those on the right side will rotate in
the counterclockwise direction.
Figure 5.4 Electric field for the aligned configuration II. The electrodes are shown as
boxes. (a) Magnitude and direction of * ² ) in the x = 0.05 plane. Arrows indicate the
direction of the force for positive dielectrophoresis. (b) Logarithm of the magnitude of
the term v x ( φ1 x φ2) is shown in the x = 0.05 plane. The twDEP force acts in the
opposite direction of the arrows. The twDEP force directly above the electrode surfaces
points approximately in the negative z-direction and in the gap between the electrodes
varies in direction. Away from the bottom surface, the force points in the z-direction, as
in figure 5.3c(ii) (not shown). (c) Magnitude and direction of the term \74, x φ2 is shown
in the x = 0.05 plane.
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In Figure 5.4a-c the electric field distributions are shown for the aligned geometry
and the electric potential boundary conditions of Figure 5,1b. A comparison of Figure
5.4a with Figure 5.2b indicates that the fixed points of the cDEP force distribution for the
two boundary conditions are at different locations. The cDEP force (for positive
dielectrophoresis), however, is still directed towards the electrodes and its magnitude
decreases with increasing distance from the electrodes. The qualitative nature of the
twDEP force at x = 0.25 shown in Figures 5.2c and 5.4b is similar, i.e., the force in both
cases is directed in the negative z-direction. This is also the case at the lower height x =
0.05 just above the electrodes, but in the gap between the electrodes the twDEP force,
including its direction, differs in the two cases. The projections of '4 x02 onto the yz-
plane shown in Figures 5.2d and 5.4c are similar. In the gap between the electrodes the
magnitude of off, x v4) 2 in Figure 5.4c is smaller and on the mid plane it is zero. Thus, for
the electric field of Figure 5.4, the spin in the y-direction near the mid plane is expected
to be weaker. The projections of Vφ1 X4) ²
 onto the xz-planes are primarily along the x-
direction.
5.3 Results
First, consider the cases with either two or six particles that were selected to understand
the importance of the electrostatic forces and torques, as well as the electrostatic and
hydrodynamic particle-particle interactions, on the motion of particles. Since for these
cases the solids fraction is relatively small, the motion of particles does not induce bulk
motion in the fluid and in this sense the fluid mediated interactions among the particles
are rather limited. The initial positions of the particles are selected to be close to the
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bottom channel wall either just above the electrodes or in the channel between the
electrodes. For the two particle cases the initial positions of the particles are (0.1, 0.4,
1.8) and (0.1, 0.4, 1.96), and for the six particle cases they are
(0.1,0.44+0.16*j,1.5+0.16*k), with j=1,2 and k=1,2,3. The real and imaginary parts of p
are selected to simulate the particle dynamics at the four frequencies listed earlier in this
section.
5.3.1 Aligned Electrode Configuration I
In this subsection, particle motion for the aligned electrode configuration is considered
with the voltage boundary condition of Figure 5.1a and first consider the case where β =
-0.473 + 0.00092j, corresponding to a frequency of 3000 Hz. The dimensionless
parameter values are: Re=7.3E-3, P¹= 611.3, P2= 40491.4, P³= 11414.0, P4= 3.5, P5= 44.4
and P6= 1776.0.
Top View 	 Side view
Figure 5.5a Top and side views showing the positions of the two particles at times t = 0,
0.075, 0.243, and 0.618 in the aligned electrode configuration I, for a frequency of 3KHz.
The two particles are identified by a line joining the center of one particle to the surface
of the other, so that particles can be followed in time.
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Since the imaginary part of β is small compared to the real part, the conventional
DEP force dominates and the electrostatic torque and twDEP forces are negligible.
Simulations show that the particles are pushed away from the electrodes in both the x and
y-directions, as is evident from Figure 5.5a. Initially, the conventional DEP force
experienced by the lower particle (with a smaller z-value) is larger than that experienced
by the upper particle and thus it rises faster. However, as the particles move away from
the electrodes in the y-direction, the force on the lower particle decreases and it levitates
to a slightly smaller height. The equilibrium height to which a particle rises is determined
by the balance of the conventional DEP force and its buoyant weight. Another noticeable
aspect is that the particles slowly come close to one another due to the electrostatic
particle-particle interaction force.
Next, the case where the frequency is 1 MHz is considered, corresponding to 13= -
0.3687+0.264 j. The dimensionless parameter values for this case are: Re=6.55E-2, P ¹ =
68.0, P2= 460.8, P³= 110.2, P4= 4.2, P5= 157.7, P6= 6310.4. In this case the electrostatic
torque and twDEP force are no longer negligible as the magnitude of the imaginary part
of β is not small. As in the previous case, initially the two particles released above the left
electrodes rise against gravity, as well as move away from the electrodes in the y-
direction. In addition, they spin about the y-axis, rotate together like a dumbbell, and after
reaching a certain height, slowly move along the channel length (in the z-direction) (see
Figure 5.5b(i)). The nearby spinning particles also come close to each other due to the
electrostatic particle-particle interaction force, although relatively slowly due to the fact
that the spinning causes lubrication forces on the particles which oppose the motion of
the latter towards each other. The spinning is roughly about the y-axis because just above
Top view Side view
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the electrodes the torque is itself approximately along that direction, as shown by the
velocity field distribution (Figure 5.5b(ii)).
Figure 5.5b Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration I. Results are for the two and six particles cases at a frequency of 1MHz. (i)
Top and side views showing positions for the two particle case of Figure 5a at times t =
0.075, 0.9855, 1.293, and 1.65; (ii) Velocity profile in the y = 0.477 plane for the two
particle at t = 0.06. Notice that the y-component of the angular velocity of the particles is
positive; (iii) Top and side views showing the particle positions for the six particle case at
time t = 1.35; notice that four particles levitate and two do not, the latter staying close to
the bottom; (iv) Velocity distribution of the particles in the y = 0.6 plane for the six
particle case. The figure shows that the y-component of the angular velocity of the
particles is positive.
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Another run considered six particles released in the gap between the electrodes
(Figure 5.5b(iii)). While four of these particles levitate, two are trapped at the local
minima of the electric field. The levitated particles form a quadruplet which rotates about
the y-axis; the electrostatic torque causes the particles to spin about the y-axis and since
in this case the spinning particles are close to each other, they begin to rotate in a global
quadruplet spinning motion illustrated in Figure 5.5b(iv). After reaching a certain height
above the electrodes, these levitated particles begin to translate along the z-axis, as was
the case with two particles. Recall here that due to periodic boundary conditions particles
leaving the end of the channel reappear at the entrance. Particles released in the gap
between the electrodes also spin about the x-axis, but the x-component of the angular
velocity is much smaller than the y-component.
Next, when 13 = -0.02+0.31 j, corresponding to a frequency of 3 MHz which lies in
the transition range from negative to positive dielectrophoresis. The dimensionless
parameter are: Re=0.105, P¹= 42.5, P2= 84.2, P4= 2.3, P4= 36.2 P5= 72.2, P6= 2886.6. It
has been observed experimentally that in this range cells exhibit an amusing
electrokinetic behavior and the corresponding regime was then referred to as the FUN
regime [33]. Here, the conventional DEP force is nearly 20 times smaller than in the
previous case and therefore it can be considered negligible, except near the electrodes
edges. This implies that the particles, instead of being levitated, fall towards the bottom
under gravity and that their motion is driven mostly by the combined action of the
electrostatic torque and the twDEP force.
The primary direction of the particles spin is along the y-axis right above the
electrodes. The particles at higher elevations, on the other hand, in addition to spinning
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about the y-axis, also spin about the x-axis. Simulations show that two particles released
just above the electrodes spin and rotate about each other and that after several rotations,
one particle gets trapped at an electrode tip. Meanwhile, the second particle rises above
the electrode edge, falls under the action of the twDEP force and finally stops. Before the
particles get captured, their motion is rather erratic, consisting of both rotation about each
other and translation, the former being mainly due to the spin arising from the traveling
wave torque. These results are qualitatively similar to those reported in [33] for the FUN
regime. Six particles released in the middle of the channel are also either eventually
captured by the electrodes or in regions where the twDEP force changes sign (see Figure
5.5c).
For all cases investigated the particles did not get transported along the channel in
the positive z-direction. In contrast, as particles spin primarily about the y-axis, particles
close to the bottom of the channel move along the negative z-direction. Particles in the
channel also spin about the negative x-axis, but with a much smaller angular velocity
component than about the y-axis. The x-component of the angular velocity for the
particles on the left side of the mid plane is negative and for those on the right side of the
mid plane it is positive.
'Top view Side view
Top view Side view Top view Side view
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Figure 5.5c Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration I. Results are for the two and six particles cases at a frequency of 3 MHz:
(i) Top and front views showing positions for the two particle case at times t = 0.0255,
0.039, and 1.923; (ii) Top and side views showing the positions for the six particle case at
time t = 1.0395; (iii) Velocity distribution shown in the y = 0.5 and x=0.1 planes for the
six particle case at t = 1.0395, showing that the particles spin about both the y- and x-
axes. The x-component of the angular velocity is negative for the particles on the left of
the mid plane and positive for those on the right.
The last situation a study is done which corresponds to the case where the
frequency is increased to the value of 5MHz, for which the Clausius-Mossotti factor
becomes 13 = 0.1233+0.3357 j, and the dimensionless parameters are Re= 5.06E-2, Pi=
87.9, P2= 478.9, P³= 61.6, P4= 7.8, P5= 335.2, P6= 13409.7. Since in this case the real part
of the Clausius-Mossotti factor is positive, particles move towards the electrodes, even
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when they are released in the gap between the electrodes. In the case of two particles, the
upper particle attaches to the nearby electrode and the second particle moves in the
negative z-direction while maintaining a very close distance to the electrode. This
movement is due to the spinning of the particle. The particle is captured near the other
end of the electrode, but continues to spin. It is held there by the conventional DEP force
which overcomes the hydrodynamic force that arises because of the spinning due to the
electrostatic torque.
5.3.2 Aligned Electrode Configuration II
Next, the particle motion for the aligned electrode configuration is considered with the
voltage boundary condition of Figure 5.1 (ii). As discussed before, the qualitative
distribution of the electric field in the aligned geometry for the two boundary conditions
differs near the electrodes and is similar away from the electrodes. For β = -0.473 +
0.00092j the real part of β is relatively large, and thus particles move away from the
electrodes. Also, since the imaginary part of /3 is relatively small, the force and torque are
small and thus the motion is qualitatively similar to that reported in the previous
subsection for the same value of βand is therefore not described here.
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Figure 5.6 Particle positions and velocity distributions for the aligned electrode
configuration II. (a) Results are for the six particles case at a frequency of 1 MHz. (i)
Position at time t = 0.495. (ii) Velocity distribution shown in the x = 0.2 plane at t = 0.31.
The figure shows that the particles spin about the x-axis, the x-component of the angular
velocity being negative for those on the left of the mid plane and positive for those on the
right.
The same remark is valid for β = -0.3687+0.264 j after particles levitate, reach a
certain height and begin to slowly move in the z-direction under traveling wave
dielectrophoresis (see Figure 5.6a). However, before they move away from the
electrodes, the traveling wave torque causes the particles in the gap to spin. In this case,
the torque component in the x-direction is the largest, and thus particles spin primarily
about the x-axis. The dimensionless parameter values are: Re=2.9E-2, P ¹ = 148.5,
P2=2354.9, P ³=646.7, P4= 3.6, P5= 340.7 and P6= 13629.9. Notice that these parameter
values differ from the corresponding value for the case described in figure 5.5b, as the
velocity of the particles is different.
Top view Side view
Side view Top view
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Figure 5.6 (b) Results at a frequency of 3 MHz: (i) Positions at time t = 1.20; (ii)
Velocity distribution in the y = 0.6 and x = 0.1 planes at t =0.93. The two views show that
the particles are spinning about both the x- and y-axes.
This is a result of the fact that the electric field distributions for the two
configurations are different. In addition, since all components of the torque near the
domain mid plane are small, the angular velocities of the particles near this plane are
small too. This is in contrast to the primary direction of the spin for the aligned electrode
configuration I, as described in the previous subsection, which was along the y-direction.
The sense of rotation in the x-direction, however, is similar. Specifically, the particles on
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the left side of the mid plane have a negative x-component of angular velocity and those
on the right side of the mid-plane have a positive x-component.
For p= -0.02+0.31 j, as for the corresponding case discussed in the previous
subsection, particles do not levitate and thus move under the actions of the electrostatic
torque and the twDEP force. The dimensionless parameter values are: Re=0.31, P i = 14.4,
P2=9.7, P³=0.27, P4= 36.2, P5= 8.3, P6= 330.9.
Near the bottom plane, both change periodically in magnitude and direction, and
consequently the trajectories of the particles appear erratic [33].The electrostatic torque
causes particles to spin about both x- and y-axes, with the former component being the
largest. The rotation about the y-axis causes the particles to move along the negative z-
axis and that along the x-axis causes the nearby particles to hydrodynamically interact
with each other. As was the case above, particles on the left side of the mid plane have a
negative x-component of angular velocity and on the right side of the mid plane it is
positive (see Figure 5.6b). In the case of six particles released in the middle of the
channel, four are captured by the electrodes or in regions where the twDEP force changes
sign and the remaining two continue to move. For all cases investigated the particles do
not get transported along the channel.
The particle motion for 13 = 0.1233+0.3357 j was qualitatively similar to that
reported in the previous subsection for the same parameter values and is therefore not
discussed further.
5.3.3 Staggered Electrode Configuration
Next, the motion of the two particles in the staggered electrode geometry case for the
same parameters as above is considered. In the first case, corresponding to a frequency of
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3 KHz, the conventional DEP force causes the particles to move away from the
electrodes. The dimensionless parameter values are: Re=1.7E-2, P ¹ = 262.7, P2= 7479.0,
P³= -2108.2, P4= -3.5, P5= 8.2, P6= 328.0. Particles move in the y- and negative z-
directions, towards the region of the electric field minimum. As for the corresponding
case shown in Figure 5.5a, particles rise against gravity to a height where the buoyant
weight balances the conventional DEP force. As they drift towards the channel center in
the inter-electrode gap, they fall because the conventional DEP force becomes weaker
with increasing distance from the electrodes.
For the second case corresponding to a frequency of 1 MHz, the particles rise
against gravity while simultaneously moving in the y-direction (see Figure 5.7a), as was
the case in the aligned configuration reported in Figure 5.6b. The dimensionless
parameter values are: Re=3.9E-2, P ¹ = 113.9, P2= 1291.5, P³= -308.7, P4= -4.2, P5= 442.1,
P6= 17685. Both particles also spin due to the electrostatic torque which, we recall,
makes an angle of approximately 45 degrees with the y-axis (see Figure 5.4d). In
addition, the particles in the channel on the left side of the mid plane experience a torque
along the negative x-axis, and the particles on the right side of the mid plane experience a
torque about the x-axis. Eventually, particles reach the center of the channel where the
conventional DEP force, twDEP force and torque are all small. One of the particles falls
to the bottom and, because of its spin, drifts away from the second particle. The second
particle remains levitated and moves in the positive z-direction under the action of the
twDEP force. In general, if a particle rises to a certain height above the electrodes, it
moves in the z-direction under the action of the twDEP force. However, if it does not, it
gets captured either by the electrodes or at one of the zeroes of the twDEP force. Notice
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that the levitated particle slowly drifts to the left as it moves along the z-direction because
the average y-component twDEP force in the gap is negative (see figure 5.3c).
Top view Side view Top view Side view
7b (ii)
Figure 5.7 (a) Results are for the two particle case at a frequency of 1 MHz. The
positions of the two particles are at times t = 0.0135, 0.0465, 0.6015, and 2.2425. (b)
Results are for the two particle case at a frequency of 5 MHz. (i) Positions of the two
particles are at times t = 0.1125, 0.189, 0.228, 0.3, 0.705, showing the motion of the
particles at an angle rather than along the channel length; (ii) Velocity distribution at t =
0.048 (magnified view around particle).
When the frequency takes the value of 3MHz, the motion of particles is similar to
that observed for the case of the aligned electrodes I. They first fall towards the
electrodes, spin, and get captured near the bottom plane. They continue to spin even after
they are captured. The dimensionless parameter values are: Re=0.107, P¹= 41.6, P2= 81.0,
P³= -2.2, P4= -36.2, P5= 69.4, P6= 2777.2.
For the last case where the frequency is further raised to 5 MHz, particles
experience a positive conventional DEP force, a twDEP force and a torque. The
dimensionless parameter values are: Re=4.6E-2, P¹= 96.2, P²= 573.4, P³= 73.7, P4= 7.8,
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P5= 401.3, P6= 16053.5. Figure 5.7b shows that in this case both particles fall downward
under gravity and spin. The motion of the particles is generated by both the torque and
the proximity of the bottom of the channel. Since the torque, in this case, is at an angle of
45 degrees to the y-axis, the particles move away from the electrode on a trajectory which
also makes an angle of approximately 45 degrees with the y-axis, thus moving downward
to the right row of electrodes. Particles continue to spin even after being captured at
electrodes edges there.
5.3.4 Motion of 50 or 112 Particles
Now the transient motion of 50 and 112 particles initially arranged on a simple cubic
lattice and released at the channel entrance near the bottom wall is described. Since the
particles are released close to each other, they influence each others' motion. The
parameters and the set of frequencies selected for this investigation are the same as
above. Consequently, the dimensionless parameters are approximately the same as for the
corresponding case containing two or six particles.
5.3.4.1 Aligned electrode configurations
For β = -0.473 + 0.00092j, particles move primarily under the action of the conventional
DEP force, undergoing negative dielectrophoresis. They rise to a height at which the
buoyant force is equal to the conventional DEP force (see Figure 5.8a). Figure 5.8a
shows that particles also migrate toward the center of the channel, where the magnitude
of the electric field is smaller. Also notice that particles come close to each other under
the action of the particle-particle electrostatic interaction force and become tightly
packed. The results for the two aligned electrode configurations are qualitatively similar.
Top view Side view
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Next consider the case where 13 = -0.3687+0.264 j, for which both the twDEP and
conventional DEP forces are significant. The latter causes particles to levitate, but before
they move away from the channel bottom, the spin in the y-direction due to the traveling
wave torque causes the particles near the channel bottom to move in the negative z-
direction (see Figure 5.8b). The results for the two aligned electrode configurations are
qualitatively similar, and therefore only those for the aligned electrode configuration II
are presented here. Simulations show that although all particles rotate, the rate of rotation
is higher for those near the electrodes than for those near the center of the channel, where
the torque is weaker. The conventional DEP force causes particles to move away from
the electrodes and levitate. After reaching a certain height above the electrodes, the
twDEP force causes particles to move in the z-direction.
Figure 5.8a Positions of the 112 particles in the aligned electrode configuration I at times
t = 0.12, t = 0.6015, for a frequency of 3000 Hz, showing that the particles levitate but do
not undergo any traveling wave motion along the length of the channel.
Top view Side view
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At the frequency of 3MHz, the particles do not levitate and thus their motion is
determined by the twDEP force near the bottom plane and the traveling wave torque
which causes them to spin (see Figure 5.8c). They first fall and begin to spin about the y-
axis. The results are shown only for the aligned electrode configuration II since for the
aligned electrode configuration I they are similar. The rotating particles near the channel
bottom experience a downward hydrodynamic force that propels them in the -z-direction.
Figure 5.8b Positions and velocity distribution for the case of 50 particles in the aligned
electrode configuration II for a frequency of 1 MHz: (i) Positions of the particles showing
both levitation and traveling wave motion; (ii) Velocity distribution in the x = 0.1 plane
at t = 0.215 (magnified view around some particles), showing that the x-component of
angular velocity of the particles is negative for those on the left of the mid-plane and
positive for those on the right. The velocity vectors are magnified 100 times and the
particles are shown even when they are not in x=0.1 plane.
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Figure 5.8c Positions and velocity distribution in the aligned electrode configuration II
for a frequency of 3 MHz: (i) Positions of the particles traveling motion in the opposite
direction of the traveling wave dielectrophoresis; (ii) Velocity distribution in the x = 0.1
plane at time t = 0.235 (magnified view around some particles), showing the spinning of
the particles about the y- and x-axes; (iii) Velocity profile in the channel showing a
profile in the negative z-direction induced by the bulk motion of the particles. The
velocity vectors are magnified 100 times.
The downward motion of these propelled particles drags along other particles in
close proximity creating a downward bulk motion of particles. This bulk motion of
particles creates a bulk downward motion of the liquid, as can be seen in Figure 5.8c,
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which, in turn, creates a downward drag force on all particles. As noted in the previous
subsection, for these parameter values isolated particles are not transported along the
channel, but instead get trapped at the electrode edges or at the zeroes of the twDEP
force.
Therefore one can conclude that the motion of a group of particle in a device is
fundamentally different than that of an isolated particle. It is noteworthy that the direction
of motion of a group of particles that fall to the channel bottom is the opposite of that
remain levitated above the bottom plane. This difference, in principle, could be used to
separate particles of the same densities for which the real parts of /I differ, i.e., particles
with a smaller Re(β) would settle and then move downward, and those with a larger Re(β)
would levitate and then move in the upward direction.
For p = 0.1233+0.3357 j, the conventional DEP force is positive, which implies
that particles fall to the channel bottom under the action of positive dielectrophoresis. The
traveling wave torque causes them to spin along the y-direction. The spinning particles
near the channel bottom are propelled in the negative z-direction, as for the case
discussed above and therefore not shown here.
5.3.4.2 Staggered Electrode Configuration
For β = -0.473 + 0.00092j, as in the previous subsection, particles rise to a height at
which the buoyant force is equal to the conventional DEP force. The particles also
migrate toward the center of the channel, where the magnitude of the electric field is
smaller and come close to each other under the action of the particle-particle electrostatic
interaction force and become tightly packed.
Top View Side View
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Next, consider the case with f3 = -0.3687+0.264 j for which particles levitate, but
before moving away from the bottom of the channel they spin at 45 degrees to the y-
direction due to the traveling wave torque and thus the particles near the channel bottom
move in the -z-direction and towards the right electrodes. After particles levitate, they
move in the z-direction while drifting to the left under the action of the twDEP force (see
Figure 5.9).
t=0.1875
Figure 5.9 Positions and velocity distribution for the case of 50 particles in the staggered
electrode configuration for a frequency of 1 MHz. Notice that after levitating particles
move to the left side under the action of twDEP force.
For p= -0.02+0.31 j, particles first fall and begin to spin about the y-axis. Their
motion is governed by the twDEP force and the traveling wave torque. The latter is
directed at 45 degrees to the y-axis. The rotating particles move in the negative z-
direction and towards the right, and drags nearby particles in the same general direction.
As noted in the previous subsection, such motion of a group of particles in a device is
fundamentally different from that of an isolated particle.
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Finally, when 13 = 0.1233+0.3357 j particles fall to the channel bottom under the
action of both positive dielectrophoresis and gravity. The traveling wave torque causes
them to spin at 45 degrees to the y-direction. The spinning particles near the channel
bottom are propelled downward toward the right.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This work deals with study of various parameters that influence the process of
concentrating, separating and removing particles distributed on the surface of a drop
when it is subjected to a uniform electric field and study the influence of traveling
electric fields on yeast cells. It is possible to manipulate particles trapped on the surface
of a drop because they experience DEP forces due to the non-uniformity of the electric
field intensity on the drop's surface (even though the applied electric field away from the
drop is uniform). The DEP forces cause particles to aggregate either near the poles or the
equator of the drop, depending on the dielectric constants of the fluids and particles
involved.
The experimental results, in agreement with the analytical results, show that the
DEP force on a particle is inversely proportional to the drop radius. This was shown by
measuring the electric field intensity needed for moving a fixed particle trapped on the
surface of a drop from the drop's equator to one of its poles for different values of the
drop radius, the latter being varied by injecting or removing liquid from the drop. The
result that the electric field intensity required to move particles trapped on the surface of
a drop decreases with decreasing drop radius is significant because it implies that the
electric field intensity required for manipulating particles of micro emulsions is smaller
than that needed for emulsions containing millimeter sized droplets.
Experiments also show that the presence of particles on the drop,s surface can
influence its electric field induced deformation. For the case in which particles aggregate
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at the poles and the drop's dielectric constant is greater than that of the ambient liquid, it
is found that the drop's deformation was larger and that the drop tip-streamed at a smaller
electric field intensity than for a clean drop. On the other hand, when particles aggregated
near the poles and the drop's dielectric constant was smaller than that of the ambient
liquid, the drop deformation was smaller than for a clean drop. Recall that particles
undergo positive dielectrophoresis in the former case and negative dielectrophoresis in
the latter. This change in the drop deformation is due to the modification in the net
electrostatic force that acts on the drop. For cases in which particles aggregated near the
equator, the drop deformation was not significantly altered by the presence of particles.
It is possible to concentrate particles only if the electric field intensity is large
enough so that the DEP force overcomes the particles' buoyant weight as well as the
Brownian motion. The work done on a particle by the DEP force in moving it from one
of the drop's poles to the equator was computed for a typical range of parameter values
and found to be at least an order of magnitude larger than kT for 100 nm sized particles,
thus showing that the DEP force is large enough to overcome the Brownian force.
Furthermore, it is shown that the concentration of particles is possible only when the
electric gravity parameter G, defined as the ratio of the DEP force and the buoyant
weight, is 0(1) or larger. Since the DEP force acting on a particle and its buoyant weight
both vary as the particle,s volume, the electric gravity parameter is independent of the
particle radius. The electric gravity parameter G increases with decreasing buoyant
weight and also with decreasing drop size. The former implies that negligible electric
field intensity is required for concentrating neutrally buoyant particles.
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Once particles were aggregated near the poles or the equator, electric field
intensity is increased to remove them from the drop. Experiments also show that the
electric field intensity at which tip-streaming occurred increased with decreasing drop
diameter so that the electric Weber number was approximately constant, which is in
agreement with past experimental studies. To remove particles concentrated near the
poles, the intensity was increased to a critical value at which particles aggregated at the
poles were ejected by means of a tip-streaming mechanism. During this process, the drop
also lost some of its liquid. The method was effective in removing all of the particles
aggregated near the poles. This required the use of a device for which the distance
between the electrodes was larger than approximately five times the drop diameter.
To remove particles aggregated near the equator of the drop, a device for which
the gap between the electrodes was approximately three times larger than the drop
diameter is used. In this case, after all the particles aggregated near the equator, the
applied voltage was increased to a value so that the drop elongated, bridged the gap
between the electrodes, and then broke into three major droplets. Experiments show that
the drop breakup near the middle occurred due to the capillary instability once the
diameter of the filament became smaller than the size of the particle cluster. All of the
particles were contained in and around the droplet in the middle, while the two larger
sized droplets on the sides were particle free. The middle droplet containing particles was
formed due to the fact that the filament diameter decreased due to the transport of the
fluid into the two major droplets on the sides while none of the particles was transported.
In fact, the size of the middle droplet adjusted to the volume of particles trapped on the
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drop's surface, i.e. it increased (decreased) when the volume of particles was increased
(decreased).
The drop bridged the gap between the electrodes due to the enhancement of the
electric field intensity in the gap between the electrodes and the device walls.
Experiments show that the diameter of the smallest drop that bridged the gap between the
electrodes varied linearly with the distance between the electrodes. For a water drop
suspended in corn oil, the drop bridged the gap when the distance between the electrodes
was about three times the drop diameter. The electric Weber number at which the drop
bridged the gap between the electrodes was found to be approximately constant and its
value was smaller than the critical Weber number at which the drop underwent tip-
streaming (which happened when the distance between the electrodes was larger).
The technique described in this thesis for removing particles from drops can work
only if the drops break or tip-stream for a larger electric field intensity than that required
for concentrating particles. It is shown that for a given drop, ambient liquid and particles
combination, there is a critical drop radius below which the electric field intensity needed
for concentrating particles is smaller than the intensity at which the drop tip-streams or
breaks. Only in the case where the drop radius is smaller than this critical value, it is
possible to concentrate particles on the surface of the drop. More specifically, only if the
e' dimensionless parameter is such that   <1, it is possible to concentrate particles. On
the other hand, if the drop radius is larger than the critical radius, it is not possible to
concentrate particles because the drop breakup or tip-streaming occurs at a smaller
electric field intensity than that needed for concentrating particles. This suggests that the
technique is more effective for the emulsions for which the drop size is smaller. Ideally,
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W'if the goal is also to clean the drop of particles then e— should not be much smaller than
one because otherwise the electric field intensity required for breaking the drop will be
much larger than that required for concentrating particles.
It is also shown that the method can be used to separate particles which undergo
positive dielectrophoresis form those experiencing negative dielectrophoresis on the
surface of a drop. This is done by aggregating particles of one type at the poles and of
another type at the equator. The redistribution of particles remained unchanged after the
electric field was switched off because they did not mix. This approach therefore can be
used to form composite or "Janus" drops for which surface properties vary because their
surface is covered by one type of particles near the equator and by another type of
particles near the poles. Once particles were separated on the surface of a drop, the
particles aggregated at the poles can be removed from the drop via tip-streaming, thus
leaving the drop with only one type of particles. This was demonstrated in a device for
which the gap between the electrodes was sufficiently large so that it did not bridge the
gap between the electrodes.
In addition to collecting at the poles or the equator, particles interact with each
other via dipole-dipole interactions. For the case in which particles aggregate at the poles,
we find that particles do not touch each other because there are dipole-dipole repulsive
forces between them. The repulsive forces arise because the local electric field is
approximately normal to the drops surface and thus perpendicular to the line joining the
particles centers.
On the other hand, when particles aggregate near the equator there is a tendency
to form particle chains. These chains initially repel each other but later they merge. The
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chains are aligned parallel to the local electric field direction which near the poles is
approximately tangential to the drop's surface.
The direct numerical simulation approach was used to investigate the dynamical
motion of particles in a channel driven by traveling wave dielectrophoretic forces and
torques. The traveling wave electric field was generated by a periodic array of electrodes
placed in the bottom wall of the channel, typical of Micro-Electro-Mechanical System
(MEMS) devices. The problem was studied for two aligned electrode configurations
(with the same electrode geometry but different phases between the voltages applied to
the electrodes) and a staggered electrode geometry. Our simulations have led to the
following conclusions.
Even though the three electrode configurations studied in this paper are rather
similar, the generated electric fields differ and so do the forces and torques acting on the
particles. This results in different dynamical motions of particles for the three
configurations, although in all cases one can clearly distinguish four regimes, depending
on the real and imaginary parts of the Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re( β ) and Im( ).
Although the particles, dynamics were found quite complex in many of the cases studied,
they were explained in terms of the forces and torques acting on the particles, consisting
of the conventional dielectrophoretic and traveling wave dielectrophoresis force and
torque, the viscous drag exerted by the fluid on the particle, and the electrostatic and
hydrodynamic particle-particle interactions. We now summarize our findings.
If Re( β ) is negative, of sufficiently large amplitude, and Im( β) sufficiently
small, particles undergo negative dielectrophoresis and therefore levitate. There is,
however, no translation of the particles along the channel, as the traveling wave
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dielectrophoresis is not sufficiently large. This behavior is observed for two particles as
well as for a group of particles.
If Re(β ) is negative and small so that particles do not levitate and Im( β ) is large,
the particles fall to the bottom of the chamber and spin. The direction of spin is different
for the three electrode configurations investigated, which along with the twDEP force,
determines the direction in which the particles move. In the staggered configuration they
move at a 45 degrees angle to the y-axis. Isolated particles are captured in all cases. A
group of particles move downward in all cases.
If Re( β) is positive the particles do not levitate and if Im( β ) is large, the
particles fall to the bottom of the device and the behavior is similar to that observed in the
previous situation.
Perhaps, the most interesting phenomenon highlighted in Chapter 5 which, has
not been reported in the literature before, is the phenomenon of particle spinning about
various directions. This could be explored in applications where particles are used as
stirrers for local mixing at specific sites where chemical or biological reactions are
required, or as miniature rotors whose directions of rotation can be varied by simply
changing the voltages applied to the electrodes. In addition, although the computations
have been carried out with the Clausisus-Mossotti factor values relevant to yeast cells
suspended in an aqueous solution, the results remain valid for other types of particles
including glass and polymer beads and other biological particles, as well as carbonaceous
particles suspended in in-service oils and heavy metals absorbing particles which could
be used to filter contaminated water.
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